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Wiile carrying out extensive investigations into the
1 *2 »s «4
constituents of giant cacti„ Djerassl e;fc al. found that
the non-saponifiable fraction of Lonhocereus schotti contained 
n-o©tjl alcohol, lupeoXp and two new sterols which were named 
lophenol and schottenol. A study of the chemistry of these 
two sterols demonstrated that Xophenol was 4<^ «»'metbylchol0at”=7’
(l) and schottenol was stigmast-7«'en^$p«ol (ll)«
N
H O
( I I )
About the same time, Maaur, Weismann, and Sondheimer 
Gstabliahed the structure of another naturally occurring 
4-methyl steroid named cltrostadienol, showing it to he
4cf*»methyletigmasta*^ ? f2 4 (2 8 )«dien-5P“ol (4®“methyl«24'=^othyl‘^»
iâenecholest-7™en^5p«ol)(lll)o
Our interest in 4***nethyl steroids arose from the 
isolation of a compound which was obtained from rowan bark and
H(h i ;
which was called sorhuetadi©nol« This steroid which was 
isolated Xn vez^ small amount had m<>po 4 1 4 ®
and the molecular rotation differoaces for oorhuatadicnol and 
‘its aoetat© were in close agreement with the corresponding 
figures for lophenol and cltrostadienolo
Prior to the structural elucidation of lophonol and 
eitrostadienol no naturally occurring monomethyl steroid© were 
known* although cycloeucalenol (l?)* a dimethyl steroid* had been
f
isolated by King in 19^6 from tallow wood (Eucalyptus mioroQorys) 
Extensive characterisation of this compound indicated a clos©
,  .  S6
resemblance to oycloartenol (V) and Cox* King* and King
eventually showed it to bo 4p™démethyl~2 4 ^Bethyleneoyoloartanol
.  B
(IV), Until recently cholesterol had not been encountered 
in the plant kingdom and the isolation from plant sources of 
lophenol (l) is therefore unusualq More important however* 
is the fact that it is a 4-nonomethyl steroid and it appears 
highly probable that compounds of this nature are intermediates
O(,W)
H O '
(?)
Im the 'biègeaesi© of cholesterol from acetic aoido
The anxiOMnoenient that oe^ ptaia steroidal^ «5«»k©tOB©s 
with a methyl suhstitueat at the 0^^^-poeition posoeseed higher 
biological activity than the uamethylated hormone©^ aroused 
Qonslderahle interest in steroids containing a 4"&®thyl-3™o%o- 
-system and in 1956 two groupa of workers^^ described the 
first synthesis of a 4™Q^^om#thyl steroid g namely 4<^methylchol©st- 
( T X } o
(VI)
4Ohûleetaïi© Aèrivativeo having methyl ©ubetituent»
at poaitiono O^gj and 0 ^^  ^ hav© h@om knovn for e©e© tim©o
âs @1#
UrueMhara and Ohnman prepared 5(«""methylehole8tan==)p o6p=^
diol (?II) by treatment of 5P0 6Pf*©po3^ :yo©proetan=»5P*=»ol with
%4
me thyimagneainm iodide while Hehakov and Madaeva eyntheained 
the iaomerie 6p~m0thyl@hol08tBn*^&*5#«dloi (fill) from 5«»60c.
©poxjQh0 lestan«=>5P«-oX and the same reagent »
\
Alkyl enbetitution of the steroid nucleus at positions
and has not been confined to the oholestan© serieBo
Thus 6««=methyl'='5a'*pregnan=»)»SO^ -dione (ll) has been synthesised
by reduction of 3p=BC0to%y=6a™iodomethyl=5#=pre#Q&R=2O=on@ (IX)
â 0
and 6@=t08ylmethyl=5#=prGgnan=)p92op=diel diaoetate .(%) with
lithium aluminium hydride followed by oxidation of the reduced 
products,
Ht
c ^ o
M
CkP'
c m m -
(IX) (XI) (X)
The flret ayntheel© of a g ««methyl pregnan© was reported
X7
reoantly hy Fried  ^Arthp and Sarett who introduced the alkyl 
group at hy treating a solution of lYcEggOp^Opgl^hiBmethylene
dioxy«‘3 ‘^©thjl©nedio3cy*-allopregnan©«»6 5 ll«dion© (XII) in xylene 
with sodium hydride and methyl iodideo Stepwiee degradation of 
the product afforded 5**i»®thylpr6gnan«*liP|,1 7aj Sl-trlol-JçSO^dione- 
ly^acetate (XIXï)o
N  O
(XII) (XIII)
I I S Œ O R Ï C A Lr 33 Ks ta wi es K» Kï smac S3 sais Eis ES as aa sa
5?h0 St3E-u©tu^ © of Loohonol.
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Th© analytical data obtained by Djeraaoi al# for 
the ne'Sf otorol (XXIT ) from lÿphooereuo echotti suggested 
formulations ranging from to C^^HagO. That the
oxygon was contained in a secondary hydroxyl group was shown 
by the formation of an acetate (XV)» a honssoate (XVIand a 
katon© (%VII)g lophenoneo
(XIV) (R - H)
(XV) (R - OHgCO)
(XVI) (R - Gg%GO)
(XVII)
1(0phenol (XIV) gave a yellow colour with tetranitromethan©
18 rie
and showed ©thylenle absorption in the ultraviolet indicative
of a trisubatituted double bondo The nature and position of the 
double bond was clarified by carrying out a series of interesting 
isomérisations which suggested that the sterol was closely related
'f 0
to the steroidal «» or A  alcohols « Reduction of lophenyl
acetate (X?) by îiydrogen and platinum in glacial acetic acid did
not yiôM the expected dihydro productif hut gave the ^
laomor (XVIIl) which couM he further isoaerieed with hydrogen
1
chloride in chloroform to th© -aootate (XIX). While the 
douhl© homd of the A  ^acetate (OT3IIÏ) was resistant to 
hydrogenation^ that of the ü  «^ isomer was smoothly reduced to 
lophanjl acetate (XXI) using a platinum catalysto The possihil 
ity of the double bond in lophenol being in the GoS-positlon
rather than the TpS^^positlon rendered unlikely by the
ultraviolet spectral data mentioned above coupled F/ith the
fact that oxidation of lophe’nyl acetate (X¥) with mercuric acetate
7 9 e ( i& )
afforded the corresponding A  ' ”^ =diene (XXXl)^ this reh@ticm 
1$ characteristic of A  *»ste3-^ oI©<,
G N
(XVIII) (XIX)
MC H .
(XX) (R » H)
(XXI) (H n G%CO)
(XXII)
ïreatmsnt o:P lophenjri aoetat® (%V) with ohromiwia trAoside
1% aoetls aoid afforded two i8ornerie aeetosj keto epoxide# & By
^ y  ggi 9g,
analogy with eimilar oxidatiom px'oducte lu the A  <»*ergost©ri©
_ T 20  90 8
and A  <=^ <DhoXest©n© series the more deztrorotatory isomer
was assigned the 7«^o%o«8^g«oxldo structure (XXIIl)g while the 
more laeTorotatory was represented ae the 7^e3c@«8»l4«*oxide (XXIV 
An Improved method for preparing these compounds consisted
of stepwise oxidation g first with perhenisoic acid followed by
22 900 9^ 4
chromium trioxlde« By treatment with sineg these two
compounds yielded the A  «>7'="^ ®tono (XX?) and the & ^T^ketone 
(XX¥l) respectively9 characterised by their ultraviolet absorp™ 
tion speotrsg while the same A  d^ien«'7==on0 (XXFIZ) was obtained 
by subjecting the two keto epoxidea to hydrochloric acid 
t r e a t m e n t 0
r
9
(XXHÏ)
f
CH
( m i v )
(xx'®’) (mil) (xx7î)
One of the most interesting physical features of lophonol 
was that It displayed molecular rotation values which wore 
ohamoteristio of a tetracyclic triterponoid rather than a 
atoroido Also9 some samples of lophenol Bho?/ed traces of another
27
compound having a heteroannular dlene chromophor© and originally 
these factors led Djerasal and his ool3,©agues to believe that 
lophenol was a ^ tetracyclic triterpenoids, since many naturally
occurring compounds of this group are found admixed with the
â9 99 ' '' ^diene, With the exception of cyclo^
euealeno1 (l¥) the tetracyclic triterpenoids are characterised
by having a 5™hydroxy=4*4«&lmethyl grouping (or derived ketone) 
in ring A and the presenoe of this system ie shown by the fact 
that compounds of this type readily undergo a retroplnacolinio
rearrangement on treatment with phosphorus pentaohloridOo 
Under these conditions howeverg Ioph©no3, gave the gu^ohlore ^ 
derivative (XXIX)o
Ifevertheleas it was thought that the abnormal molecular 
rotation value# were due to an OKtranuolear methyl substituent 
which was in the close vicinity of the hydroxyl groupv Attempte 
to prove this by bromination were unauocesaful due to spontaneous 
dehydrobromination and consequent excessive bromine uptakeo 
îhe point was eventually proved by studying the effect of heml™
ketal formation on the rotatory dispersion curve of the
0 0
saturated ketone lophanon© (XXVIIl)o It is known that 
heraiketal formation is inhibited where a ketone function la 
flanked by even one methyl groupe The fact that oho 1 estan^ '^^ 'One 
suffered a reduction of about 6 ^^ in rotatory dispersion 
amplitude while Xophanon© (XXVIII) was only affected to the
^ h a t  the methyl group was at and had the ©table) C^ )
That the methyl group was at 0^^^ and had the ©table
ac»(equatorial)-configuration was proved beyond doubt by comparleon
of the physical data for synthetic 4 <^ «me thy 1 choies tan-5 9
11
m©thjlohol9stan<=>^ p<=*oXj, and 4<3f“Si©thyichoIe©tan«5p=yl acetate 
with those for lophanone (XXVIII)^ lophanol (XX)^  and iophanyl 
acetate (XXl) r e s p e c t i v e I n  view of this evidence lophenol
was given the systematic name 4ei“Siethylchole©t<=‘7'**en«»5P-‘Ol<,
in
(XXVIII) (XXIX)
The Structure of Gltrostadlenolu
By cbxomatography of the non-saponifiahle fraction of
8 0
grapefruit peel oil» Weismann and Masur isolated frledelln
(XXX) P  p«-sitost©rol (XXXI%, and a new sterol which was named 
citrostadienol (XXXIl)o The problems Involved in the structural 
elucidation of oitroetadienol were not unlike those encountered 
with lophenol? Analyses of citrostadienol and its derivatives
indicated the molecular formula 8%oG%E^ for the parent
0 0
alcohol and Welsmamm and Masur suggested tentatively that 
thi© alcohol was a doubly unsaturated 5p«*hyclroxy«*5a«st©roidp one 
of the bond® being located at 0^,^, ^ or the above assumptions
M  C
(XXX) ( r a i ) (XXXIÏ) (R a 1)
(xxxm)(s «. CH3C0)
■being based oa the following evidenoe. Oitnoebadienol (XXXIl)
garm am insoiubl© di^itonidep Indiaative of a ^omp
and the ©baorvatlon that oitrostadiemjl aootat© (XXXIXl)
c=J.  ^â
displayed a elmgXe usisplit hand at 1 2 5 2 cibo in the infms^ed 
pointed to a 5®^®dnfiguï*ationo
An extensive investigation into the complete structure of
0
citroatadlenol was carried out hy Masur^ Weismannp and Sondhelmer. 
O^onolyeis of oitrostadienol (XXXII) yielded aoetaldehyde and 
thus suggested the presence of a stigmaet-2 4 (2 6 )**-en0 side ohaino 
(Phis type of side chain is not uncommon in plant sterols and 
it was of considex^ahl® interest that p-sitosterol^ a companion of
3 0
. oltroetadienol in grapefruit and orange peel oil has the 
oorrosponding saturated side chain,
Ab in the case of lophenol^ the molecular rotation 
value© for citrostadienol were not consistent with those for 
sterol© hut ratherÿ resembled those of the tetrasuhatituted 
triterpenoidsp via, the shift in molecular rotation in passing 
from alcohol to acetate is positive. The absence of a gem 
dlmetîayl group at G  ^was shown by the failure of citrostadienol
§ï ?
(XXXII) to undergo the retropinacolinic rearrangement' on 
treatment with phosphorus pentachlorid© in benzene *
Hydrogenation of oitrostadlenyl acetate (XXXIIl) in 
the presence of a platinum catalyst resulted in the uptake of oh© 
molar equivalent of hydrogen with the formation of isocitroBtenyl 
acetate (MXI¥)o The failure of this compound to furnish 
acetaldehyde on osonolyei© indicated that the side chain double 
bond had been saturated^ while the ultraviolet absorption spectrum 
(1^  masco 210 mujElOg^OO) showed that the nuclear double bond had 
migrated to the A  ^ «position . That the new position of the 
double bond ia ^ ^  was confirmed when it was found that 
ieocitroatenyl acetate (XXXIV) did not give a positive selenium 
dioxide teat and could be aaturated by hydrogenation over 
platinum in acetic acid and hydrochloric acid to give citroetany1 
acetate (XXXV)o
(XXXIï) (E =» I)
(MXiii) (m B cï%oo)
(30QC3W) (XXCT)
The ultravioJ.®^ abaorptlom Bpeetsu.m ( p ma%o 20P
am,£ 5,500) of oit^ostadienol (XXXII) ruled out the 0,14».po8itioa
T 8 /g K
for the nuolear dou'felo bomd aad ox&ly the A  or A  ' p o o i t l o n o
8(14)
oomld aooount for the doublo bomd shift isig* to, A  ' on
hydrogénation in aoetio Vifolsmammo and Sondhoimoa^
showed that the double bond was in faot at the 7@depositlorn m  
follows 8 "" Citrootadienol (XXXII) wae treated with osmium 
tetroxlde and the resulting pentol \im aoetylatod at room 
températureo If the nuolear double bond is in the 7p8~po8ition 
then the aoetylated product should be the pentol triacetate 
(ZXXIX) B whereas if the double bond i© In the 0@9*»po8ition the 
product should be the pentol diaootat© (lllfll)® Analysi© of 
the product showed It was a triacetate g and in addition eleavag©
1§
of the pentol with iead totraaoetate followed hy acétylation 
furnished the dlketo aldehyde (XL), which oould only ho derived 
from the pentol (XXXVIIl)»
o
(XXXVI) (H = H) 
(xXXVII)(H » G % 00)
(XL) (XXXVIII)(R m H)
(XXXIX) (S B CHgCO)
Th# final proof for the straatur© of oltrostadienol came 
from synthetic ©tudleoo treatment of (XLX)
with methyl iodide and potaseium tert^birtoscM© in tort'-'butyl
"  ** c*t»*»*tEbsisyjnwM "
alcohol afforded 4*=*m©thjlstigmast'»4“’®U'=^ 3”Cne (XLIl) and 
4g4-dlm@thylstlgma8t=''^ '^ 6n<=^ '-one (XLIXl)o Reduction of the 
monomethyl derivative with lithim in liquid ammonia gave mm 
the major product 4^«*methjl©tigmastaiic3caon© (XLIV) which was 
identical #lth citrostanon© prepared from the natural product a 
This saturated ketone was assigned the 4(%"Bi®thyl«5(%^Gonflguratlam
1 6
by analogy with similar compounds in the choloetan© series® 
Reduction of thio compound with lithium aluminium hydride gave 
4^-m©thyXstigmaetan«5P""<5l (X*L¥) which was identical with 
sitrostanolp while the acetate of 4<^ “m®thylstigmastan«5P"“Ol 
(XL¥l) was identical with citrostanyl acetate* Therefore 
citroBtadienol may be represented as 4Qî«>metîijlctigmasta«'7 &2 4 (2 0 )‘" 
dien=)p=ol (XXXIl)*
CH.
S h , , > ^
i f
f  V
Bloçh has shown oxperimontally that squalen© (XLVÏI)
ia an iîitoraiodiat© in the biosynthesis of laaostsrol from aostio 
aoid and that this totracyolio tritarponoicl can be convsrtod 
Into cholosterol both im vivo and in homogenised rat liver>"liif I I ll iiti IÏT' mu
tissue c The moleoul© of natural squalen® is now known to have
a fully transoid arrangement throughouto This Is of oonsidsrable
Importanoe slnoop If th© eyclisatioai Is fully oonoertedp only 
this conformation can give rise to the stereoohemistrj found 
in the triterponoids and steroidso In the eas® of the
biosynthesis of the totraoyolio trlterponoids such as lanosterol, 
the cyclisation is considered to be motivated by the attack of 
m cation at the double bond at one end of the squalen© chain®
The cyclisation can proceed synchronously by two different paths® 
In the first the concerted closure of four rings leads to the 
formation of the carbonium ion (XLTÎÏI) which is considered to 
be the precursor of the pontaoyclic triterpeaoida and of the 
euphol=tiruoallol group of tetracyclic triterpenoidso The 
second path leads to the formation of the isomeric ion (XLI7)g 
the precursor of the lanosterol group and thence the steroidso 
The formation of ImpeoJ (L) and tlrucallol (LI) from the 
carbonium ion (XLVIIl) and of lanosterol (LIl) from the ion 
(ILI?) Is illustrated below#
'^V.'vV*'’^
H
j ^ ^ 7X:X"
M
19
The ezperlmeatal ©¥id©nee for th© biogenesis of
sterol® In animals is impressive^ being based mainly on the
conversion of labelled squalen© and other precursors into
©holesterolo However9 similar ©videno© for the biogoneaia of
plant sterols is not yet available and indeed the present highly
unified picture of the biogenesis of plant triterpenoids la
mainly due to the isolation and establishment of the structures
of products of incomplete or alternate oyolisation and/or methyl
migration schemes which can all be derived from squalene*
It is noteworthy that both lophenol and cltrostadienol
are found in nature accompanied by a triterpenoid and a steroid9
namely lupeol (X*) and mtlgmast-T^en^^P^ol (1 1 )% and by friedelin
(X3QC) and p^sitosterol (XXXl) respectively» This represents the
kind of circumstantial evidence which permits the inclusion of
o s - 5 4 9GG
plant sterol® in the unified picture of biogenesis by
assuming déméthylation of squalenoid cyclisation products as 
already demonstrated in animal tissue®»
N O H O e
( W ( I I )
8 0
(XXX) (XXXI)
Toromanoff
Symthetlo MethjI Steroids
aaÆM^Æ3e±iaau*aitaa3Tc»acut itJi>a J .»t*ft>TOwrgcBCTrtyKnA!..i*qij!wBX‘pmwHr«T^^saciaaaüaÆrgLCL ^
In the ooure© of recent researches into the biological 
effects of modified steroids^ the insertion of a methyl group 
at various positions has been of particular Interest* 
has published an excellent review of this work but since our own 
inveetigatlons deal with the introduction of methyl ©ubstituents 
into ring A, a résumé of methods already used for this purpose 
is presented belowo 
(l) Direct Méthylation
The mode of attack of a methylating reagent such ae 
methyl iodide and potassium tert°butoxide on a g^oxo^steroid 
vari##o depending on whether rings A and B are ©is™ or trans^
* ^  ^  «ïwjww-'^rttt* <a*jwJrtT®i*r«mr3w
fused and also on the presence of a 4g5™double bondo Thus in 
the 5#=8eri08o méthylation by 'this reagent is predominantly at 
G^p^o Thus andro8tan™17P™ol=2™ona (XXXIX) gives a mixture of
2 1
00
the (XXXIIï) and 2«moKiom©th3rl (llXXV) derivatives.
'ÊSB
(XXXII) (XXXIII) (XXXOT)
The above method results in a predominance of the dimethyl 
compound and a^more convenient route to the monomethyl derivative 
involves the us© of a S^e.tho^alyl or a 2™formyl intermediate^
Thua the 2-ethoxalyI derivative (XXXY) yields the 2^ methyl«-2<=- 
ethoxaljl steroid (XXXVI)g which on treatment with ethanolie 
sodium ethozide furnishes 2o£«-methylandro8tan« 17P”01*^ 5“Ori®
.  via
(XXXIV).
k
0 CU
(XXXV) (XXXVI)
22
*ShB direotlou of m©thjlatio.n can however he influenced hy
60
other sterio factors as demonstrated Mazur and Sondheimor 
who found that cholest^T^en^^^one (XXXVII) is not methylated at 
the usual j position hut exclusively at j to give
4^«-methylchol@st* 7^ *“®u«’5-on6 (XXOTïXl) «
j»imüey5î-e5itu*ti3M «A cjcai
(Djorii) (XXXVIII)
, The ois-fusion of rings A and B directs the mettalation
'' - @0
toward© position ^^4 ®^ Mazur and Sondheimer have shown that
eoprostan^^^one (XXXIX) reacts with methyl iodide In the 
presence of potassium jU?rtf»hutoxid® to form 4P™^othylooprostam=) 
one (5tL) o
0
(XXXIX)
a
A moÊit Goavealemt method for the introduction of a 
4^motlî^ l ^roup in the trano ©erie® Involve® blocking the
more reactive position as ha© been achieved by Be ton et al
with respect to oholestan^^-one (XBl)o Woodward^^ ha© shown 
that treatment of a solution of 2«'hydro3rymethyl0necholestan'=5‘^ 
one (XLIX) with trimethylene ditoluene«p<=thiosulphonat© and 
potassium acetate leads to the dithicketal (XLIIl) and Beton and 
hi® oo^’Workers» by varying the amounts of methyl iodide and 
potassium Jbert««butoxide $ converted the dithioketal (Xl^ IXl) into 
a mixtures which after chromatography gave three compoundsg one 
of which was shown to be the 4 r4“■dimethyl derivative of the 
dithioketal (XLIV)* Beaulphurisation of the other two material® 
with Haney nickel and subsequent oxidation gave (Xh¥) and 
methylchôIestan-5 -^ one (XLVl)o
@1
M I C
(XII) (XIII) (ZLIII)
24
C. M
(XLV) (%mi) (XLI?)
with reapeet to th© clarlvativeB g
alkylatioa of g for oxa.mpl©g toetOBterone (XLYÏl) v/ith raotbjl 
iodido and potassium tert«hutoxIde gives 4™îïî0thyltoatost©ron© 
(XLVIH) :Ln good yield, attack at G/^ \ Wing favoured, since 
in the intermediate enol (XLIX) C/^ ^ has high electron density,
(XL¥I1) (XLKC) ( x m n )
25
(2 ) Indirect
While direot méthylation procedures afford good
yields with 5«-oxo-«A -steroids, the remotion proceeds poorly
with the corresponding dihydro■=»eompouBds and a more convenient
preparation of methyl substituted derivatives of this type h@©
@6
been devised by Ringold et_ alo ihe vicinal positions of 
steroidal ketones lend themselves vex'j well to formylation by 
formyl esters under alkaline conditione and the above worker© 
have prepared 2c=%%ydro^ymethylenedlhydrotestosterone (LIl) by 
condensing androstan.'^rfp-ol-^-one (XXXXl) with ethyl formateo 
‘Hydrogenation of this compound over a palladlum^-earbon catalyst, 
yielded the thermodynamically unstable 2p«methyI derivative 
(bill){) which after contact with alkaline alumina gave 
2oî«methyldihydroteBto'at©ron© (XXXIV ) «
/
2 6
Barton hae prepared )p==meth^lohole8tano (LVIl) by 
roduotion of m©thylchole0ta2i®*»3P«»oarboxylat© (LIV) with lithium 
aluminium hjdrid® to the primary alcohol (iV) followed by 
reduction of th© derived toluene^p-aulphonate (LVI) with the
earn© reagent®
(LÎV) (E OH) 
(WI)(H m )
(LVII)
Recently^ Kirk and Petrow discovered a oonvenient and 
efficient route to 4“Bi®thyl-'5-^ o2C0-<4 -steroids (UC) by condensing 
the 3“0X0 - -steroid (LTXII) with formaldehyde and an organic 
thiol such as benzene«^ p-^ t^hlol In the presence of a tertiary base g
4
to give the corresponding 4“ >^^ K®-nothlomethyl«>3‘=^03£0'=’ A -steroid 
(Liz) which on treatment with Raney nickel in acetone gave the 
4 «*m©thyl-5“0 «^>'^ “Steroid in overall yields of the order of
The préparation of ring A methylated ©teroids via an 
o3£o-derivativ® and a Grignard reagent ha© heon oonfined to
©7 . .
addition at y  Bartod» by treating ehol©atan'=>3«©ne (XXjI)
with méthylmagnésium iodide@ isolated 3**sa©thylciholestan'*3o£*^ (LII)
.  .  6 © 
and -3p^ol (LXXI) while Mum grave found that ohol©st=-4-©n^ 3<>-qn©
(UCXII) with méthylmagnésium iodide gave a moleoulsr compound
coRiprising the ©toreoiaomer© (LXI¥) and (LKV)*
MO'
CM O N
(XLI) (MI) (Mil)
(MIIÏ) ( M W ) (MV)
(3) Cleavage and RedyollBation*
the firat eynthesis of a steroid involved
•ÿQfVjt
the oXeavage of oholest»4^en^3*”one (UCIII) hy osonolysis 
to the keto^aold (liXVl) which reoyolised to the enol lactone 
(hKVII) oh treatment with sodium acetate and acetic anhydridea 
Pujimoto, and Heard and Ziegler have shown that oholest»4™ 
(liXIIl) can he obtained in high yield when the enol 
lactone (MVIX) is treated with méthylmagnésium iodide and the 
product oyolised with base. Analogous treatment of (XiXVXl)
NOO'
(mix) (LXVX)
29
with osi© ©qalvaleat of othyliaagneeium hromid© wao usieuoooaBfuI^ 
hut wh©ïi an exoosa of the Grignard reagent waa usedp th© 
required 4^me th^ r loho 3, e@ t =»4'=en='3 «*one (Vl) was oh tain© d^  after 
oyoHeat ion with haae*
Cl
The eteroid nuoleus ia ©ueoeptihle to diverse ©truotural
f4
rearrangements su©h as the dienone-phenol rearrangement ^ where 
migration of a methyl group is effected without notable 
alteration in the steroid ekeleton* Steroid dlemon©s of th© 
type (LX¥IIï) oan aromatise to phenolio derivatives under the 
influence of acids in two different ways o The first corresponde
to a simple migration of the, methyl group from to
(itKIX) a© shown below in eoh©m© (l)i th© second result© in th©
k
reversal of ring A by a series of rearrangement© of the type 
depicted in ehheme (II) with the appearance of the hydroxyl 
group at and the methyl group at C^,^j(LXX)o
(Lxvm)
mM
O'
R 2 = s 5 tR n % ,
mÿ=
OH
f H E O l B ^ ^ I O A LaE3Jtiatï3EïIC3Ci!a3KÏC3ÏS3!at3 S3C3&'SCaaaE,3{3E5
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MetàylrâagTOsium iodld© reaota with » 5<%==@po%yohole8t6n= 
ao©tat© to give ezeluslvely 4 p-methjleholeBtan^^p g 
dioXo .,Sorne aspect© of the chemistry of this diol are 
describedo Its ©tructur© has been established by convcraioa 
into 4'^m@thylchole8 t'='4"'Gn«=,g^ ome p a compouM of known 
constitutlono
Troatmomt of 4oî0 5o£«©poKyohoX©©tan«=»3P^3r3L aootat© (IXXI) 
with an ©asoeas of methylaagneoiuia iodide gave a product $ mep» 
1 8 7-1 8 9 ^ 8 [^ ];p '* 2 5 o 5® i:5i 90?^  yields This material showed no 
colour with tetranltromothane and its infrared spectrum contained
a strong band at 3353 (hydroxyl) 0 These observations
together With the analytical data indicated that the substance 
was probably a methyl substituted choloetan© diolo Steroidal 
epoxides are normally cleaved to give a dlaxial product In
which th© resulting hydroxyl group retains the configuration
m
of the original oxideo
OH E
0, I Û/  \  I
r £ , ’i o  0 t K C s a a  ÇJ Q « s n s 3  EH
©
# f  çrBatfrs.'Kur*
9 t
H E
H R
If such opening of the ojiid© ring occurs in the present 
case g the product would bo 40"":^ G^ !:^ lGholestan«3P g gm^ -dlol (DŒII) 
and the evidence presented below confirms this*
Oxidation of the diol (hKXIl) with chromium trloxid© in 
pyridine did not give 4 P*“^ '^^ thylchole©tan'^ 5®®ol‘='3'“One (MXX?) 
(although this saturated ketone must certainly be an intermediate) 
but afforded an ap^unsaturated ketone p Identified as the known
3i )1
4‘^m©thylchol©st'-4^©n =3=one (VI)* This conversion to the 
known ketone fixed the position of th© methyl substituent at
and eliminated the possibility of the new diol being 5«“ 
Biethylchol©©t©n-='3p9 4P“diol (IXI?) (still diaxiaX opening).
Further evidono© in favour of th© ©truoturo (l*XXIl) camo
from an examination of the infrared ©peotrum (in nujol) of 
4P«MethylohoI©Btan-5P»3«®'ll©l*“3*=*S'^ ®tat© (IXXIII) whioh showed 
twin absorption band© in th© aoetat© region© (I7 4 0 ç l?1 0 o 1 2 0 0  
and 1 2 4 5 OMo^)o This behaviour Is charaotoristio of steroid® 
having a p«=>ori©nt,at©d 3 *=^ ,^©@tat© group and an <s<^ orientat©d 
g-hydroxyl group and it has been suggested that th© preseneo 
of the twin peak© 1© due to lnt©rraole©ular bondingo
(MXI)
(œCïî)(E - H) 
( M X m ) ( H  ^ GïïgCO)
(VI)
o
(HXIV)
It ham been «ported that add oataljaed 
dehydration of 6p=m0thyloholestaa«'3fjp 5«=dio% (VIIl) involves 
£i^-elimination9 the prodm©t bei% 6»metbyloho3.©at«5«=>@n-5p- 
(LIXTII)o Fleaer and Eigaudy have shown that the reaction 
does not prooeed through 6 p-=’iaethjlchol©@t«>4 ®^ï:v-=>5P'==ol (DÜŒl)
(the e%peot@d produet of dehydration)^ with suhooquont Isomorisa*
tion of the double bond to the tetrasubetitutod 5 (6 )«’pOBition^
f’d
those findings have been further substantiated by burnero 
In view of these unusual results it was doolded to investigate 
the dehydration of 4 P®m@tl:iylohol@0tan«>3Pe5 ^^ -diol (UCZIl) to see 
if this oompound also behaved abnormally^
CH.
Dehydration of th© dioi monomoetato (DCXIII) with 
phoaphoru© ozyohlorld© in pyridin© yielded a oompouad whieh 
displayed th© strong laevorotatory oharaotor of 8 taroIda 
oontalning a 5 w6 «»double bond and whoeo ultraviolet absorption 
epaotrum (|^maso 2 0 4 mUs€ ^gOOO) also ougg©st©d a trisubatituted 
athylanic linkageo On the above ©vidane© the product was 
formulated as 4P-==m©thylohol©et«»5'^ ®3fî‘='3P'=yl acetate (MXVIII) 
and therefore dehydration has proceeded normally with trams ^ ^ •K»«s«w *ïCT5erj=i*
elimination of watero When dehydration was effected under the
strongly acidic conditions of acetic anhydride  ^sulphuric acid
th© same product was obtained®
In an attempt to prepare the isomer (MXIX) containl%%
the tetrasubstltuted double bondp 4P''*-si©ti)ylcholest°5='®s^ “5P'=‘yl
acetate (UCXVIIl) was tre©.ted at 1 0 0 ® with hydrochloric acid In
acetic aoido This reaction led to the isolation of a hydro™
carbon whose ultraviolet absorption spectrum displayed triple
©
peaks at 2 ^2 0 g 2)80?and 2 4 7 0 A,$ typical of a hateroannular
dianco This hydrocarbon must be 4“2a@thylchole©ta'=5 p 5*“dien©
(ifMl) and it© formation from th© acetate (LXXVXIl) probably
proceeds via the intermediate 4“®i©thyloholeat™4"®*^‘=‘3P'“yl acetate
(LXXIX) since in this compound th© 3-acetat© group ie adjacent
to a t©traeubatltut©d double bond and such a system has been 
s h o w n t o  facilitate the elimination of acetic acid with
the formation of a conjugated dlmm
CM 
(MXIII) (mxviii)
H
fU
CM.
(ÏMX) (MX IX)
After th© completion of this workj,Julia and havauz"
reported th© preparation of eome of the oompoimde deooribed 
aboveQ A comparison of th© melting points and specific 
rotations of th© derivatives prepared by. theme workers and 
by th© author is shown in îabl© A«
It oan be e©©n from ïable A that with the exception 
of 4 p™methylohol©stan®3P9 5«-<âiol'«3«‘^ ®®tat© (LXXIII) the 
specific rotation values are of th® same order, but in all 
cases the melting points of the compounds prepared by Julia and
3?
s A B L B A
Author Julia and lavaim
e
fflop. [«L “»p- [«L
(Koflasr) ^ "
4P'=“ïaetliylcholestaîi'=>3pD5oî” I8T«*169® 4*2) og® 1 8 1 o 5^182 o 5^  4l?
diol (LXXII)
4p‘^metIiylohôle©tan'«3p95^ ®- 174*"17§ 4 4 I6f«l6© 4-16
diol«.3«»aG@tate (LXXIIl)
4P®-®ôtbylohol©st«5**®^*"3P“ 163«”165 ===71 o 5 157“159 ^ 6 8
yl aootat© (LXX¥III)
4«Hi©thylohoiesta<=-3 o 5'*‘dlon© «=91 71«*72 =-97
(LXXI)
L a w œ  ar© 6 =-7  ^lower than thorn© «ported in this thosiao
On© other point of interest concerns the oxidation of 
4 P-ia@thy1.chaleBtan™5 Pe50£«-diol (IJQCII)^  Julia and Lavauz found 
that their product (of i)chromic oxidation^ ) wa© 4P~Dmthylchel©Bta,5 
(l^IV)p a compound not isolated by us but postulated 
as mn intermediate @
Appendix.
During th® preparation of 4^ »^5^ “^®P02i:ycholeBtan™3P*yl
acetate (Mil) by the procedure of Honbest and Wilsoap^*^  a
compound was isolated which had not been reported by prcviom©
QB w
workers as a product of this reactiomo Treatment of
ch©l©©t<=»4**©3fi“3P*”yl acotat© (ïÆXXl) with a solution of p©rb©nsî®its 
acid in bcmgcno afforded a gum which on c:^ y stall lea tion from 
m@thanol gave th© required 4 <^ »5 '^''*©P®^ ycholeetan«3p«yl acetate 
(LXM)o From the mother liquors another solids m®po 1 0 8 ^1 0 9 ®p 
[<%]g 4 2 0 ® was obtained g the apparent compos it long ^
indicating that this material was Isomeric with th©
opôacMc (IjXII)o A comparison of the constants of (HXI) and 
of 4 P»3P-eopro©tan™3P-yl acotafe© (LXXXIl) with those of th© 
new compound (Table B) suggested that it was in fact a 
molecular complex of (LXXl) and (liXXXI)o Mixed compounds of
GO
6hie typo arc not uncommon In the steroid fieldo
T A B L B B
■ ' ®»P“ [«]j)
4 c £ g A c e t a t e  (IXXI) 1 1 9 ® 4 6 0 ®
4 P@5P‘^®po2£yooprostan™3(5™yl Acetate (Lllill) 09 - 22
Molecular Complex 109 4- 20
Although the'molecular complex could not be separated 
into Its components by chromatography on alumina, the 
relationship was confirmed by the artificial preparation of the 
material by crystallisation of a mixture of e%ual part© of 
5^™epoxycholestaB™3P^yl acetate (IXJCI) and 4P ?
©oprostan«3P“jl acetate (MXMl)o The resulting complex was 
indistinguishable from that prepared by the action of 
perben^oic add on the olefin (LIIXl)o
This molecular complex ha© also been obtained in thi® 
laboratory by Rowan during the preparation of the 4 D5-®po%ld®0 
of chol©stan™3 p™yX acetate by th© method of Flatther»

S B G O Î I O I  II£3 £3 SS SÆ C3 £S Sâj IB! ES! O fa
M@thyImagme8 iodide r©aot© with 409 5P™@po%^^ 
@©pr©®ts.n-=3P«®l to glv© a variety of pro duets p two of whioh 
have ho®n identlfiodo Exporieoate which ©how that one of 
these oompowids is 4^«>m®thyloh0 l@stoan<=»5 P9 4 P‘^<^ l©i are dlsouosod 
and a ©yatheei© of this diol by an unambiguomo route is 
describedo îOhe socond compound has been shown to be
identical with the Imown oholQst^5 e^n«>5p5 4 P'»diolo
4%
Bj a proc3©dur© ©s^©ntiallj the same as that used by 
Gollinsp 4P@5P'='@pG%3r8aprostan-)|3'='Ol (MKlîIî) was prepared 
from oholest‘=»4“'®3i‘«$p«>^ 2, acetate (Mni) Tfa the hromohydriu 
(MHX¥).
i
C M ,
(MXXIII)(R m)
(E ^ GBgOO)
When a solution of this epo^ld# in ether*=hen^®n© w m  
refluzed with an @zc©a@ of meth/lmagnesima iodide j> a ooraplex 
mixture was obtained which on chromatography on alumina yielded 
several products g only two of these being obtained in quantities 
suitable for further investigationo The melting point© and 
specific rotation© of these materials are given in Table Go
D
T A B L E  GFai3&an:iaE3nimE3R3S3KKEI
Eluant mopo
M©OH in ether 140^141'
Ifo M0 OH in ether 202-205
meOH in ether 190-191
y}l Me OH in other 205-20g
4^ Me OH in ether 175®“lî6
[«]])
-1- 5 8 0 5 “
4- 2 4 © 5
f 17© 5
4* 9^5
— 52
fo yield 
1 „S
3 0
1.8
28
4 ^
1/
At tlrlB time Julia and Lavam reported the preparation 
of a diol, ffioPo 1 6 8 -1 9 0 ® 9 [i%L 2 7 from the reaction 
between meth^'lmagnemlum iodide and 4 f^ij 5P“'©P©5^yeopro@tan-3 
acetate (iDXIl) and thee© worker© tentatively suggested that 
this compound was 5<^^^"^i®tbylcholostan-3Po4P^ di@l (LXXT)o In 
view of the dlscrepanoiee in constants reported by Julia and 
Imvamz with those obtained by the author (s@© Section Ig 
Table a)ç it was difficult to determine whether their dlol 
©€&rr©epond©d to B® C or D (Table G)^ a coneideration of yield 
and rotation favoured B® The formation of the diol (LIXY) 
would follow the general rule of diasial opening of steroidal 
©pozides and would he analogous to the product obtained by
âfl 91®
ïïruohibarci and 0human " ’ from the similar reaction of 
méthylmagnésium iodide with 5P ^ ^P-eposcycoproetan-Jp-ol (ïJ(XZ?)o 
This product was shown by them© workers to be SQ-methyloholeotaa™ 
3pÿ6p-diol (VII) eino© it formed a diaoetat® (LXXWl)g a dibenso- 
ate (LXXXVIl)p and a diketone (MXXVIIl) whioh oould be 
©©averted to 5@-me thy loho lee tan© (IMXIQC) on Cl©mm@as@n 
re duet ion o
It was decided to carry out a fuller ©ssamlaation of 
the ohemlatry of the product B and the evidence obtained 
IMleat©© that thie oompouM ie thyloholeotan-^p o4p"diol (%q)
iteGSescBsifï'V
(TÏI) (s = E)
( m w ï )  (a ®  G H g C o )  
(ranrii) (a ■» Og%co)
»
0
(Hxxn)
c«,M.
C*L
( M x w m )
although the Investigation had hoen underway for some time hefor' 
douhts arose concerning the correctness of structure (hXX?) 
proposed by Julia and havau%«
(LXXY)
Th© light absorption data (ultraviolet and infrared) 
and the analysis pointed to B being a saturated diolo In order 
to obtain information regarding the positions of the hydroxyl 
groups a quantitative examination of the reaction of B with
aodium periodate was carried out* This experiment showed that 
a Xg2®glyool system was present^ although the reaction rate was 
slow9 the cleavage after 4 0 hr« and 9 0 hr*» being 20^ and 42^  
respectively. This is in keeping with the structure (hXXY) 
put forward by Julia and Lavaux and also with the alternative 
structure (XG) which w® ascribe to the diol B* The slow rat© 
of cleavage of the IgS-^glycol unit Is presumably due to hindrance 
by the additional methyl substituent and by the 0 ^^  q ^ ««methyl 
groupp &n effect which can be envisaged in both structures 
(LXXY) and (XG),
The possibility of the oxide ring having opened abnormally 
to give 5P*^ siethylcoprost@n»>3 p9 4<^ "diol (XGIl)^ (a diol which would 
be expected to react slowly with sodium periodate due to the 
diaxial orientation of the hydroxyl groups) could be eliminated 
on the following groundso Compound B formed an acetonide (XCl) 
and on examination of a model of 5p™methylGoprostan=)p9 4#™&lGl 
(lOIl) shows that the diaxial nature of the glycol system make© 
aoetonide formation ©terically unlikely if not impoasibl®o
© M
(XGI)
{treatment of t W  diol B with aoetlo ©sihjdrid© in 
pyridine at room temperature gave eryetale, m*po 2 0 0 -2 0 2 ® 
which depressed the melting point of the starting material and 
who©© infrared spectrum showed th© presence both of a hydromyl 
group and an acetate group. It is therefor© formulated as 
4#^methylcholestan-^p9 4P™0^ol-3-acotate (XCIIl). At this stage 
in the investigation^ when the structure (hXXV) was still 
favoured if the failure of B to form a diaoetate was attributed 
to the highly hindered environment of the 4 *^hydroxyl group and 
it was considered that a diaoetate might fee obtained if more 
vigorous aoetylating conditions were employedc When B was 
refluzed for 3 hr, with acetl© anhydride? a mixture was obtained 
which furbished9 after chromatography on alumina, the )s»mono- 
acetate (XGIIl) and a saturated diaoetato now known to have th® 
structure (IGIY) but which at the time was considered to fee 
5oi-methylchol©stan-5Ps4P“diol diacetate (XC¥)o
C M
=» ClgCOs H» « I) (iJDîî?) (E = I)
(X6OT) (R =R« ® 0%CO) (XG?) (R « G&,00)
The infrared absorption, of the diacotat© showed no 
hydroxyl hand and the acetate aheorptlon showed tw© maxima in
-yl tsJ.
the carbonyl region at 1 7 5 4 csme."" and 1 ? 5 9 caie
Oxidation of 4&™^®thylcholeatan^5094P™dlol (XC) with 
sodiii® dichromat© in dilute sulphuric acid or with chromium 
trioxide in acetic acid ^ave a crystalline acid, m^p* 1 2 4™1 2 5^a 
When treated with diasomethan© this acid gavm a methyl ester 
which v/es smoothly reconverted to the original aoid whom 
saponified with methanolio potassium hydroxide at room temperature 
Therefore the acid did not contain a tertiary carboxyl group since
methyl esters of tertiary acids are known to be resistant to
00
dilute alkaline hydrolysis* This information together with the 
fact that th® infrared absorption spectrum of the compound
oJ.
showed a strong band at 1 7 1 2 omo (carbonyl) led to th© 
conclusion that the acid was 4*^ fîi®thylohol©stan<»5p4"^ sî®®o^ 4“03EO 
<»5»>carboxyli© acid (XC¥II)* Support for this theory was 
obtained from a study th© cleavage of diol B with period!©
acido When a solution of th© diol in dioxan was treated 
with a solution of periodic aoid In the ©am© solvent^ a non™ 
crystalline carbonyl compound was obtained which la considered 
to be 4'“®®fhjl“59 4“’^©QO®59 4‘^dio3coQholeetan© (lOVI) on th© 
basis of it© facile oxidation with Ji^ «^ drog0n peroxide in aoeti© 
acid to the previously obtained keto«*aold (XGVIl) o The 
dloarbonyl compound (XO¥X) formed a mono™2p4™dinitorph©?^l- 
hydrasone whose infrared spectrum ©till showed etrong carbonyl 
absorption at I7 0 9 cmo* and w© consider this compound to have 
the Btructur© (IGIX) although no real evidence is available 
for this formulation^ apart from the fact that of the two 
oax'bonyl functions that at appears to b@ th© less hindcr©do
A careful study of the above experiment© show© that they 
do not provide sufficient evidence to allow th® elimination of 
(LXXlf) as a possible structure for Bs since a diol of this 
formulation also lends itself to reaction© similar to those 
cited above* Thus oxidation of th© diol (LKX¥) would give 
5(%™methyloholeBtan™5p4'^^®0O"4'"O3co™5™oarboxylic acid (Cl) if we 
accept the not unreasonable assumption that the tertiary 
aldehydic group Is resistant to oxidation* From th© cleavage 
of the diol (UOCV) with periodic acid the expected product 
would be the dialdehyde (Q) and the formation of a mono™2j>4«’ 
dinitrophenylhydrason© could once again be attributed to th©
hlnâere& teFtlazy alâetaydio ftmotioni
,— 4
H O M
CgMj
(XO?ï)
'■f iM a ^ g a a a a g
H
(XGTII) (B 1)
(XGVIII) (Il ^ G %  )
The ftxüt positiif® eirldenc© that the ûiol B had the
structure (XG) rathe %? than (IXXV) came from the attempted
oxidation of the monoacetate of B with chromium trioxid©
In pyx'idineo This resulted in a quantitative recovery of
starting materlal'^and strongly suggested that a tertiary
hydroxyl group was present « That the structure of B is
(XG) wae confirmed hy the following aeries of réactions 5
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Déhydration of /f^ -^^ m^ thylchoXestanc^ JP 9 4P'^dioX^5®aco1;at@ 
(XOIÏî) at 100® with phosphorus oxychlorid© lu pyridine gave 
a mixture which on chromatography furnished a ïtydrocarbon and
an acetateo The ultraviolet absorption of th© hydrocarbon
% ^ & 
displayed triple peaks at 2^20 A» (à 17^600)g 2300 â« ( £
I8g6oo)g and 2470 A«(6• ll^Soo) which is typical of a steroid
heteroanmular ^^ =dlen@<, Thla dien© was readily shown to he
4'^m©thylcholecta^3j>5“dlene (LXXX) sine© it was identical in all
respecte with the Hiydrooarhon obtained hy treatment of
m©thyIcholest«5'“®î^ ‘=’5P“yl acetate with hydrochloric acid in acetic
acid (Section I)o
The ultraviolet absorption epootrum of the aootat©
©
obtained from the dehydration^ exhibited a maximum at 2080 A® 
(£• 1 1 9 goo) and this relatively high intensity absorption is 
indicative of the presence of a tetrasubstituted double bondo 
The acetate is therefor® considered to be 4™m®thyl&holest=4=
acetate (GIl) and since it contains an acetate group 
adjacent to a tetraeubatituted double bond the loss of acetic
Bé
aoid under the reaction conditions can be envisaged with th© 
formation of the hydrocarbon (LKXl)«. Structure (Cïï) for the 
acetate was confirmed when on treatment with lithium aluminium 
hydride it yielded 4“m©thylchoIost-4“^ on°3P“©l (hXXVl) and thio 
compound on oxidation with chromium trioxide in pyridine gave 
the known 4 ^methyXcholeet-»4^®n-3«-one (VX)o This conversion 
of the diol B into the 4-methyl ketone (?l) leads to th© 
conclusion that B camot be represented by structure (LXX?) 
since a methyl group migration from j to would have to
occur during the dehydration with phosphorus oxychloride in 
pyridineo
At this point it is relevant to not© that 4 P9 5P™Gpoxy™ 
coproBtan«3P“ul (IJOŒIII) undergoes rearrangement to th© 
corresponding 4 ^ketone prior to reaction with méthylmagnésium 
iodideQ This is analogous to the reaction quoted by Gaylord
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(KWÎ) (R H)
(Oil) (S SHgCO)
"OçPl
^  V
(LXXX)
and Beoker^^ in which 5<^ g6(^ -«-®po.x^ -chole£5tan«'3p-ol (GUI) reacts 
with tphenylmagn©slum brOmldc to give 6-02:ocholèstan==3P«cI (CI?)
(CIII)
t ia œ ss sT S ïia a rfl
(CI?)
He©©Btly Christesasen ^  ol?tain©cl a produat from
the reaatlon of meth^rlmagnesium Iodide and lIp5)12p<»epo3cypregnaE“» 
) D 20-diom@'='3 @ 2Oc^ b is ( oth^ rlone ketal) (C?) which they formulate 
as (GVl)y thus aB0umisi£ that a tMhg contraction has occur redo
(G?) (C?ï)
The above reactions appear to he the only oases of 
Isomérisation of a steroid under toi^nard conditionsj, although 
hypotheses of thie nature have been suggested and finally 
rejected.
It was decided to attempt a synthesis of a derivative 
of (Ol)sj namely 4‘“03sooholestan«*5P*%Tl hensoat© (GXI)@ with a 
view to studying the reaction of this compound with methyl^ 
magnesium iodideo A solution of ehol©Et«'5'“®x^ '^ 5p0 4P*”diol'=»5*=’ 
henmoate (0¥IX) was shaken with hydrogen in the preseno© of 
a platinum catalyst and after 12 hr. a volume of hydrogen 
equivalent to 4 moles had been ahsorbod. The ultraviolet
absorption spectrum of th© product showed no maxima botweon
o o
2000 Ao and 4OOO A. and in the Infx'-arod region the strong band 
s.
at 715 cm.^ typical of a 'bonaenoid syetemç was absento This 
could only mean that under the reaction conditions hydrogenation
G
had effected saturation of the aromatic ©stor as well as the A  
double bond to give choiestanc»5Pp4P*“diôl*=»5«he25:ahydrabQnî3oa,te 
(OIX)o This fact was oosifirmed by alkaline hydrolysis of the 
oster (ClX)u when the known chol©stan«»^pg4P<«diol (c?IXX) was 
obtainedo By oxidising the hydrozy-ester (CIX) in acetone 
solution with dodlum dichromate in dilute qulphurio aoid, the 
corresponding keto-ester, 4^oxooholeatan-JP-»yl hexahydrobensoate 
(CXIX) was isolated in nfo yield.
When a solution of the keto«eeter (CXIl) in ether™bensenc 
was refluxed with a large excess of méthylmagnésium iodide  ^a 
single compound was isolated in 709^  yleIdo This proved to bo 
identical to the diol B (XC), obtained by similar treatment of 
4pD5P*0Poxyooprostan«3P*ol (XXXXIXl)o The 4*ûiathyl substituent 
in this compound is assigned the ««»(equatorial)«>oonfiguration 
by analogy with the findings of Fieser and Rigaudy who obtained 
6oc«m©thyloholo8tan«=»3P,6(3c^ diol (GXXIl) in high yield from the 
reaction of 6«>oxoohole3tan«=°5P-ol (CXV) with méthylmagnésium 
iodide.
/O M
ï 3 t m : E i}
(cviiï) (a - H)
(R » CgîL.CO)
(CX)(R =. 1) 
(CXî )(R ■=■ CgHsCO) 
(CX:ïï)(H = GgE^j O^O)
S'^ra
©
a
w ©
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Goaioouad E
The other major product from the reaction of 
mothjlmagnesiuia iodide with 4P g SP '^epozyooprootazic g^p^ol (DCKXIII) 
wae ^howm to he oholeat-5“^a-5pj,4P-diol (GXIV), The preeono© 
of a Ylolnal gljool system in thlis compound was indicated by 
the fact that it was readily cleaved with sodium periodate 
(after 4& 6g and 2 4 hra the percentage oxidation was 6 5 g B4 g and 
9 2 respectively)o The ultraviolet absorption spectrum showed 
the presence of a double bond and the large negative specific 
rotation suggested that it was located between  ^and y  
Infrared oomparlson spectra of th© diol S with an authentic 
sample of choleat-i3°^ ©nc-5{^ g,4P*»diol (CZI?) and of the corresponding 
diaeetate with cîhQlest'»5‘^en<=5P9 4P‘=^ dioI dlace tat© (GXV ) revealed 
complete identity and the appropriate mixtures showed no 
depression in melting pointo The diol E probably results from 
isomérisation of 4 Pp5P™®P^2cycopx*ostan«-5P*^ ol (blXXICIl) under the 
influence of the magnesium iodide present in the Grignard reagento 
The mechanism presented below besides explaining the formation 
of the diol (GXIT) also shows how the intermediate keto»aloohol 
(Cl) could ariseo
An analogous isomérisation of an ©poxid© to an
13
uneaturated diol has been reported by brushibara and 0 human 
who found that $pg6 p=0po%yGholeatan«^p™ol (LXXXY) reacted with
(laüŒiii)
H
H O
S
(GXî?) (a ^
(GW) (1 « C%QO) 
methjrlaagnesiuia iodide to give Sa^aiethylcholesfcan-SPjôp-diol 
(VII) and a small amouat of ohQl@8t=4=ea=9Pg6p.dlol (OOTI)
©■
(MXM) (VII) (QXVI)
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yhe AotioB of ^ Methjylma^meelwm lodid© om 
é3 B 3P‘-BpoxTOO|)rQstan«-3oï<"Olo
M©thyImagmem 1mm iodide reaotB with 4 P9 5P“"©po3syooproetan 
-3cg«oI to give four isomerio diol® Af B^ Gp and D. A le Bhmm 
to b© 4<^-methjlohole®tan«3 ^ 0 4P=”^ lol by ita eonveralon into 
4 -m©thylGlaol©©t£m« 3 9 4"’f^©<so'=4"='t>3Eo->3“’Oarbo^yli0 aoidp a compound 
already doooribed in Section Ilo 0 is aacrlbed the formnle. 
4cî*-metJ’iylchoIs @tan<=>3 *^9 since it can be converted to th© 
known 4""®®thylchol©®t«>4“cn®3‘“^ ^® ° (Che diolo B and B ai'e ehown 
to be epimers and evidence is presented which allows them to 
be formulated as 3ci«»eethylcholestan«3P8 4ci'«*diol and 3P“®®thyl® 
cholQstan-3®9 46^'“dioI respectivelyo
T h e  e p o x id e  g ( O X V I Ï ï )
was prepared by the action of alkaline hydrogen peroxide on
m
ohole(3t<^ 4->©n-3»one (Mill) fol3.ow@d by reduction of the 
intermediate 4P B gg^ 'epoxyooprostan^.g^.one (GX¥Il) with sodium
borohydrlde
as
(ï,XIIl) (GXVII) (GXVIII)
Treatment of the epoxide (CXflll) with an excess of 
methyImagne8 imi . iodide gave a complex mixtures separable hy 
careful chromâtograpl^ y on alumina into four components whose 
melting points and specifi© rotations are shown in Table Do
Compound Bluant_
ether
T A B L E  DES! d os is sa t;n £3 ^ rzi SËI
la.p.
1 8 9-1 9 1 °
«Jd
+9°
B
C
B
% MeOH in etheg 179-181
!> Me OH in ether 154“155
1 @0H in ether 186== 188
# Yield 
16
Î5
-4-10 7o5
59
The total yiold of products was 53» 5^ and It is 
noteworthy that the specific rotations of the four compound® 
are slmilaro
The analytical data for all four substances indicated 
that they were isomeric diol® of probable composition ^Hgg
It was clear that more information wae required regarding the 
positions of the hydrosgrl groups and this was forthcoming from 
th© quantitative treatment of the four diols with sodium 
periodateo The results of these experiments are tabulated 
below8
T A B L E  ESS E3 æi ES IK aa Ë3 S3 fâî sa ÏU UB
Compound Percentage cleav%    ____
17 hr 42 te. 9 2 hr,
A 0 0 0
B %!2 3 2
C 0 0 0
D 59 85 95
While the titration results for A failed to detect th© 
oo©urr©nc© of oxidation it was observed that after g2 hr<> a 
slight crystalline precipitate (eodium iodat©) had formed in 
the reaction solution^ Indicating that slow oxidation wa© 
taking places the reaction mixtures containing B and D a3.80 
deposited sodium iodat©o
60
Ooimomiâ Ao
The diol A waa transparent to ultraviolet light and 
and its lnfî:ared spectrum showed a strong hydroxyl peak at
toi
5 4 0 5 Acétylation of this compound with acetic anhydride
in pyridine at room temperature gave a diol monoacetate$ 
therefore a tertiary hydroxyl group or a strongly hindered 
secondary hydroxyl group was present « Oxidation of A with 
Ghx'omic acid in acetone gave a carhoxylic acid, m^po 125“124®^
[oi]^  ” 5® which proved to he identical in all respects to 
4-methy*lchole8tan-$p4':''^ 8GO"4"'Oxo==')=^ carhoxylic aoid (XOVII), 
the koto-acid obtained by similar oxidation of 4(%«='methyïohol0 8 tam= 
5Pjj4P>=^ dioX (XO) (Beotion XI)o This ©vidono© indicates that 
A is epimeric with the diol (XC) and is either 4®"fli®thyl‘= 
©holestan^ 5o^ p4P'-‘^di©l (OXX) or 4P'=’BiethylchoIestan*=>5cîp4®“diol 
(OXXl) 0 Such 4'=”W^thyl“4«hydroxy compounds could he formed 
by the action of méthylmagnésium iodide on the epoxide (OXVIIl)p 
if the reaction in party proceeds via the isomeric 4“ 3^E:ocholectan= 
(OXIX).
3 « - ' <
©
(OIII) (CIV)
of
rrv:r,J i;at
6 ^
in Beotion II evMenoe is oited for 
analdgoma iooiaerlsation of the epimeric 4 P p SP-epo^yoopi'ostam- 
^p-ol (L3ÜC1XII) under tolgnard oonditlonso After the formation 
of the tone (gxxi)^ th© reaction could proceed normally to 
^Iv© either (CZX) or (OlXî)^ but th© former struotur© appears to 
be more likely far two reasonso Firstlyp rear attack on the 
4“ket©n® is preferred with formation of 4 0 =methylGhole#tan^^ag4 p^  ^
diol (,GX^ )g since the axial methyl group at 0 ^^  ^  ^ hinders frontal 
attacks Secondly5 th© failure of sodium periodat© to effect
cleavage of the Xg2->gXyool system in th© diol A is characteristic
of vicinal glycols having a trans^diaxlaX configuration ae In
.  .  08
struotur© (CXX)o Djerassl and Ehx’lich have shown that the
ane-logoue oxidation of 22ap 5«^<-spirostane-5<2!0# ”dl©l (gXIII) 
with lead tetrs-acetat© is an extremely slow processo
Compound 0
*o.iiVJwÿW «ra^fl«**e^»e*taeurtr*eitïSe*
Since th© diol 0 did not react with sodium periodate and 
formed a monoacetat© on acétylation at room temperature^ th© 
presence of a tertiary hydroxyl group at suepoatado
Oxidation of 0 with chromic aoid in acetone gav©i> in low yields 
4“ia©thylchol©st-4-®3a<^5««'On© (VI) which showed the presence of 
a methyl group at Assuming that the ©poxid© (CXVIÏI)
opens in th© normal diaxiaX manner whan it react© with the 
Grignard reagent ^ th© two likely products would be
(CXXIXl) anâ 4P“’“*@ti)7lchol©0taa'“ 
(OXXIV)tt W© favour structure (CXXIII) for compound 
0 sine© the g-h^rdrozyl ^roup has the same configuration as the 
original eposcid© (CXVIIl) and is axial to the ring wherein
reaction hae occurr©do Henc© etructmre (OXXXÎï) meets the 
requirement© for the general rules concerning the opening 
steroidal epoxide© *
(OXVIII)
traa n « ^ f!>
(CXXIII)
CM,
(OJlXïf ) (VI)
Whil© th© evidence obtained from oxidation of th© 
diol© A and 0 made the formulation of these oompounds relatively 
straightforwardj) that from eimilar examination of products 
B and D proved to be more difficult to Interpreto Both these 
diols could be oxidised with sodium periodate (Table E) and 
hence wer© vicinal gljcoloo Oxidation of B with sodium 
dichromate in dilute au3,phuric aoid or with chromium trioxid©
in pyridine yielded a saturated hydroxy-ketone v/hose infrared
%
absorption spectrum displayed bande at 3559 cbo" (hydroxyl) 
and 1 7 1 2 cm» (carbonyl)o Dehydration of this compound with 
phosphorus oxychloride in pyz^ ldine gave an oip-umsaturated ketone j> 
showing maximum absorption at 2^80 Ao (Ê ?»500) In the ultra® 
violet regiono .Whan the diol 3) was oxidised under the same 
conditions another keto^alcohol v/as obtained which was shown 
to be apimeric with that obtained by oxidation of B since It 
afforded th© same KP«*unsaturated ketone on del^ydratlon with 
phosphorus oxychloride in pyridinco
These reactions load to the conclusion that the diols 
B and D are eplmers and since they do not yield 4“*ni®thylchoIeet 
(VI) when subjected to oxidation followed by 
dehydratloup the methyl substituant does not appear to be at 
position ^^ 4 y  I'he possibility of the oxide ring havi% 
opened to give epimerio 5®m@thylehole8tan®)e4=diolB such a© 
depicted by structure® (OXXV) and (CXX?I) (both diaxial opening)
can bé sinoa thaao formulations do not oontain a
tartiary hydrozyl group and 'basides thay do not lend themselves 
to th© series of reaetions cited above »
HO"
8
CM
( c x w ) \(VI)
\
(GXKVI)
In ordes" to explain the Isolation of the diol© B and D 
we ouggest that further partial rearrangement of 4 «>03£ochoieatan 
(QIIX) 0 0 0 lire with formation of the isomerio 
oholeetan'=»4 oî“0 l (OlXYIÏï)o B^amination of etruotur© (CXIl) 
reveals that the hjdroxyl group has the lees stable a^ sial 
configuration and the conformational stability acquired in 
going to ^<=oxoGholestan«4(%«'Ol (OXXVIXI) (in which the 4'^hydrosyl 
group has the more stable equatorial configuration) would be 
the driving force for this isomerlsatioao The transformation 
oan b© conaidered as proceeding via the eixol (OXXVII) 9 followed 
by ketonisation to give either 5“0%OGhoI©©tan«4o£«ol (OXXYIIX) or 
4 ‘^o^©Ghole(stan^ 0^ ^ol (cx) both of which have an equatorial 
hydroxyl groupo The results obtained by the author suggest
that 3t3?u®tus?0 (GXXVÏÏï ) is preferred
@ M
(CXIX) (cxxyii)
. (CXX?III) (cx)
Fishïsan has sho?m that of the torn? possfble 
kQtolm [(GXXIX), (GHZ)5 (0x11.1)3 (GiaXIX)] derived from 
@0 tron©3 l6^03Eo©stradiol (CZXXI.1) hao th© mor© stable oonfi^œa' 
tlom ©inc© th® other three forM rearrange to this oompomd Im 
the pT^mmom of alkali =
If we asouHiO that th© ketol (ClZVIIl) is formed In the 
reaetion aiis:tur© then a new faotor io involved concerning the 
action of laethjlsaagnesiim iodide on the subet^tuento
o0 3
(cxxx)
(CXXXI)
Bino© the 0,^  ^^ position la mot eo ^tromg-lj influonoed hy the 
axial methyl group at position and
attack from th© rear doea not predominate and both ©pimere may
©0
he expected0 Tima Mviagmve has treated chol@8t«-4“Q^‘“3*®©^ ©
(IjXIIX) with methylmagneaium iodide and obtained a aubstanco 
which he eonaldered to b© a molecular csompoimd of $(%-m@thyl- 
chol©0t«'-'4"“®ïi'=“5P'=’Ol (LX¥) and (lXXV)
since approximately 5 ^  of this material was precipitated 
digitonlm*
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C H
(LXHI) ( M W ) (LKV)
She point is fnrther ©inphasiaad by the findings of
09
Barton et al» who showed that ohol00tan«>3“Ono (XM) when
ifC w a tw  ^  f
treated with metïj^ /Xi^ îa^ sie'î^ iiim iodide ^ave ^=m8thylohole8tan<
m
5oî« (LXI) and <=3(î-oI (LXII} in aiiaoet ©qual amounts »
m
(XLI) _ (Ml) (Mil)
If we aec3©pt the above hypothesis of Isomérisation*
the action of the Grignard reagent on the Intermediate koto™
alcohol (O,XXVIII) and the subséquent reactions of the productgs
can be explained a© followso . ^
MethyImagneslum iodide react© with ^«ozmoholestan^^f^ol 
/
(CXXVIIl) to give two epimerie vicinal glycols ^a-methylcholeetmn':
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(OXXXÏÏï) and 3f «^m@thylchole®tan'*’3<Xp4®*»diol
(GJDUOTX &osa Table E it can be seen that the rate of cleavage
of thes© diola with sodinm periodate differ© appreciably ami
08
since Djerasei and Ehrlich have ©hown that a els ^Gp^a^dlol 
i© rapidly omidlsed with lead tetra-aoetate^ compound Ï) is 
assigned the structure (CMlX?)o Treatment of the eplmeric 
diol© with lead tetra«aoetate gave nom<='Gly©ta 11 Ime products 
whose infrared spectra showed that they were identical and of 
probable constitution (OXXHf) since the infrared spectrum
raS.
contained bands at 2740 and 1750 ©mo"" (aldehyde) and 1712 cmo”’ 
(ketone)o Oxidation of the diols (CXllIIl) and (GXXXÏ?) with
chromic acid in acetone furnished the corresponding oplmez'lc 
keto-alcohols 5®t‘“methyl«=>4-oxoohol©stan^ 3P'=’Ol (GXXXTI) and 
3P=»methyl«»4'^ o%OGhol88tan«>3a»ol (GXXZVII)* The latter oxidation© 
also gave intractable acidic products « Dehydration of the
©pimerlc k©to*»aloohola (OlXXfl) and (G}üüCVIl) gave an a(S«> 
unaa^urated ketone formulated as 5-methylcholeat«*2<='©n«»5‘=®îfi^ 
(GXXXYIII) whose ultraviolet absorption spectrum (|^ mx® 237 mu@
Ê 7 »5 0 0 ) ie in keeping with the calculated wavelength of maximal 
absorption (2 3? mu) of an o«p-disubBt:Ltut©d ap-msaturat©d kctome«
w,c
à
1s
OH
(Gxxvm)
c
(CXXWï)
o
(OXOTÏÏÏ)
7 0
C_W.
H
(cjüaOT)
O
8 ifV 9 n
HLCo
H O —
(exxwxï)
We also GOïisidered the pogTsihility of ring e o n l o r n  
taking place during the Grignard reaction ac saanj example# of 
this are known® Thu© l-=>methy3.cyclohexone oxide (CXXXIX)p in 
the presence of magnesium bromide rearranges to aoetyIoyeIe<^
" pentân© (CXL) and methjlojclopentylaldehyd© (GXLÏ)o
/CN
D C T m a CM©
(CXXXIX) (g x l) (cxu )
^iirthermor© Ohsrl^teneem et alo have ehowsi that
lip012p«==©po3i:jpregiian©'^ 5s20‘=»di@TO<«5@20«'bie<=,(et3'^ rl@ne ketal) 
(GT) reacts with methylmagsaesiuBa iodide to form a prod%@t 
which thej foMixlate aé (Oil)a
(G?) (GVI)
If w® aeeiime a rearrangement similar to that described 
by Christensen ©t al* we arrive at a ring contracted product
vaemvaaa oaKçtîVR» ^  •»
of type (CXLIl)o Thla howeverg does not contain a vicinal 
glycol eystem and the possibility of such a contraction having 
occurred is excludedo
e**
V.
S E C T I O N  W
fhe Action of Mo^ylmameoium lodid® ©n
a a n a a ^ e a g w n iin tJ r teifc'j!xaMaigaiJ>geai»!*iJt*HitWFUMWii't»wri|Twiiiir» iiTi»>ft ..Itiiii rtm>:n-
4'-O5£0oholes'ib'=>5“©n"3P'=>yl Bonsoato,qiAiga=«i»aa-*r ^ j r,Frw »*i>Bwjuo « M;* »g0fateiag*iiajBa a ^5CTgftrj*n it»w <Mijtv i fti phir » l< nrx<nri'T»in m ifi ii njttu^^eaa^mrawragr»
Me thy Imagmee liim Iodide roasts with 4™o%ooholeGt=
hon^aat® to give a mimtnro of 4 <^ «^ m©thylohol©8t-» 
pg4P="dlo 1 and 4P“®<sth3rlohol©st“5‘”®3a«3Pi»4®“’diol and 
also two epimeric saturated ketones tentatively formulated 
ae 4^g6fô*»dim®thyloholestan«-3«on0 and 4P péa^dlmethyloholestan^ 
•=»3 ‘^on® o
In an attempt to introâua© a methyl substituent at 
in the cholestan© nucleus the action of méthylmagnésium 
iodid© on 4-o%oohole8t«'^ «'@n«:'$g™yl bensoat© (GXhlV) has been
Investigatedo This bensoato has previously been prepared in
©@
this department by Xkan and MoLeany the mod© of preparation 
being essentially the same as that used by Rosenheim and 
Starling for the preparation of the corresponding acetate 
(CXLIÎl)o Ghol©st«=’5"^ ®2fï^“5p9#^diol«-5«>b©nsoat© (C¥Il) was 
brominated at room temperature and without isolât long, the 
dibromid© wae ozidlsed with chromium trioxide in acetic aeido 
Debromlnation of the product with sodium iodide In ethanol 
afforded 4™^xoohQl©et«"5«©n<-5P*”yl bens oat© (CXLIV) ^
D
9 n
o
(CVII) |0XLIIl3 R  ^GH3CO)
H ^ CgH^GO)
?5
When a solution of the feensoat© (GXLÏ?) in ethor-» 
bonsene was treated with an ©xoess of méthylmagnésium iodide^ a 
complex mixture was obtained which after chromatography on 
alumina yielded two saturated ketones^ a fraction containing 
phenyldimethyloarbinol and an amorphous solid* A detailed 
examination of this amorphous mate rial indicated that it was m 
mixture of epimerlo diole» , 4«:"-®©thylohole0t‘^5'=’©îï'“’PPî)4P'= 
diol (CXLir) and 4P“ffl<^ thylcholeBt=’5"'’©s^ '^3p9 4<^ ®"diol (OXBTIl)g 
formed by the normal l^2»addition of méthylmagnésium iodide t© 
the <Kp=»uB©aturat©d ketone eyotemo Careful chromâtography 
failed to resolve this miztui'e g which gave a yellow colour 
with tetranItrom©thane and showed strong hydroxyl absorption 
at 53^0 omo in the infrared « Treatment of the mixture with
periodic acid g&vo a nom^crystalllne neutral pz*oduct which
©
exhibited maximum absorption at 23gO âo( £ 9^600) in the
ultiavlolet This character is tic is in keeping with that 
expected from 4“ï»©thyl«‘$p4'^ êîeoo®5îï4“diox0Cholest™5“®îi® (CXLÎX) 
the product which would be formed by cleavage of the glycol 
system in both diols (CXLV) and (GX.L¥ïl)o
In an attempt to form the acetonid© derivativesg the 
mixture of ©piaers was treated at room temperature with acetone 
containing a few drops of concentrated hydrochloric acid* 
Isolation of the product g however^ gave the known 4-methyl- 
oholest-4-0n‘=^5«>one (Vl) in 72gG yields thus confirming that a
e n
(CXÏ1T 5 a=sH) 
((3XWÏS H =» GHgCO)
(GM.IX) fcxmi, H « H) 
(CXOTÏÏÏI, R C%C
smlbstitiîieïit was present In the diols at 0^^ y  Also ^ 
the high yield of th© ®p<=>imBatmrat©d ketone (vi) suggests that 
th© percontsg© of the 4<^ *^ 4uethjl derivative (CXLV) in the 
©plmerie mixture is fairly high sine© the 4~hydroxyl group im 
4P-iS0thylehoIest‘=4=-©n‘^5Ps4®‘"^iol (C1L¥II) i© not suitably 
orientated for th# normal tran© - elimination of water with the 
hydrogen atom at G^^jo Thus th# (xP‘=*unsaturat#d ketone (Vl) 
must h® almost entirely derived from 4(ïî“*E3‘©thylohole©t*-4“®^“ 
5Pe4P“*di#l (GX.L¥) by trangj» elimination of water to give the
??
iutsnaediats dlenol (CI>) which then undergooa rearrangement to 
4“metbylohole8t«4'’8*i=’3“One (Vl).
HO
’CM CM
(CXHT) (CL)
Acétylation of the mixture of epimeric diols gavo material 
which could not ho rssolved hy chromatography on alumina» Bands
*a»â coâ esjS.
at 552X emo" (hjdroacjl) and 1759 cme and 1263 os&o (acotato) 
in th© infrared spectrum indicated the presence of the diol 
monoacetatee (OXLVI) and (GXLVIIl)o Dehydration of the mixed 
diol monoacetates with phosphorus oxyohlorid© in pyridine and 
chromâtographj of the product on alumina gave a non^ o^rystallin© 
hydrocarbon and an acetateo The ultraviolet absorption spectrum
o
of the hydrocarbon contained maxima at 2080^ , O^OOg and 5IOO Ao 
reminiscent of a cholesta^Z^6«»trlene systemo An authentic 
specimen of choiesta»2 @4g6=>trlen© obtained for comparison showed 
strong ultraviolet absorption at 2070® 2960® and 5060 Ao and 
it is concluded that the hydrocarbon described above is largely
?e
4-raethyloholesta‘°2®4ü^“ 3^Pien@ (GLU) ® the methyl substituent at 
being responsible for the bathoohromic displacement of 
approximately 4 muo This hydrocarbon is probably derived 
from 4P“Stethyloholefît<=-5“®ïi*^ 3Ps4ci«*diol«3“*aoetat@ (CXLVÏÏI) and 
its formation depends on the inability of this diol monoace bate 
to undergo dehydration by the normal tras^- elimination processo 
Th© reaction could be visualised as proceeding by the path 
shown below with the formation of 4«=methylcholeata"4p5-dien-)=yl 
acetate (CLl) ae an intermediateo It has been shown'^  ^ that 
compounds of this type containing an acetate group allyl to 
a 181rasubstituted double bond readily loose acetic acid and 
the case under discussion 4‘”S®®tbylcholeota<^2p49 6-trien© (CLII) 
would be the expected product <>
(C M
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ae©tat® obtained from the above dehydration is
considered to be 4‘”methyXohol©ata«*5p5-di©n<=>3“-3rl acetate (CLIÏï)^
on the basis of the following evidences the acetate band©
in the infrared spectrum occurred at 1754 and 1217 this
shift to the lower wavelength being characteristic of ©nol
acetate© and many example© are cited in the literatureo The
ultraviolet absorption spectrum was also in keeping with that
expected of a compound having the structure (CLIIl) since it
did not exhibit the absorption maxima normally associated with 
^  8 08
steroid ^  -dienesj, but rather showed a single maximum at 2 5 6 O 
( ' 18gOOO)0 characteristic of a dienyl acetate* The dienyl
acetate was readily converted into 4'”ïa©‘fchylcholest«»4"©n«3“On© (Vl)
©
Ao
(CXIiVl) ' (CLIII) (VI)
on treatment with dilute methanolic potassium hydroxide or even 
by contact with alumina for a few hours0 ’ That the compound
was in fact 4""methylGholesta-gp acetate^ (CLIIX)
was established beyond doubt when it was obtained by acétylation
©f 4-môthylohol©8t«=4-©n«‘5“ 3^^ ® (Vl) using iaopropenyl acetate*
Atwater^has recently also prepared this compound (OLIXX) 
by treatment of 4mmethylcholo8t«4™@^=)*OB# (?l) with a mixture 
of acetyl chloride and acetic anhydride and the oonstanta quoted 
by him are in complete agreement with thoc# obtained by the 
authoro
Analyses of the two saturated ketonic products mentioned 
above (po75) indicated that each contained only one atom of 
oxygen per molecule and suggested that they were isomer© of 
probable molecular formula Ho definite explanation
regarding the etructuros of these compounds has been obtained 
but on the evidence available the more stable ketone (mopo 
I02^l03®j, [o:]^  =• ?o5®) iG formulated as 4®»^ *^"“dimethylcholestan-> 
c-5-one (GhVIXï)o This compound is stable to treatment with 
acid or bace but on refluxing a solution of the second ketonep 
(fiiopa 109"-110®9 [®3|) 55®)0 1% methanol containing potassium
hydroxide it was smoothly converted into the more stable ketone 
(GL?1II)o This shows that the compounds are Isomers g epimorio 
at the centre adjacent to the carbonyl group and the less 
stable compound is therefore formulated as 4P g6a«.dimethyIcholes- 
(GLXX)p in which the 4“*®®thyl group is axial o It is
possible to explain the formation of these saturated ketones 
if the reaction between méthylmagnésium iodide and 4“*o5£ocholest<-
benaoat© (CXhlV) proèeede in a stepwiso manner » ae
follow©8 «
Th© Initial attack involvee th© lp4**addition of th© x 
Grignard reagent to th© «p^unsaturatod ketone syatera with the 
formation of the ©nol (OhlV)p th© 6«methyl group being 
assigned the o^ «.(equatorrlal)-configurâtion since the entering 
group should approach from the less hindered cs^ faoo of the 
moleculeo W© must now assume that the ©nol (OLIV) undergoes 
rearrangement to give th© ketone (OLV) which will then react 
with a second mol© of methjlmagnesiiim lodid© to form 
dlm©thylcholestan-5P&4P”diol (CLYX)o ])©hydration of this
diol would lead to th© ©nol (CLYIï) which Is the parent of the 
two ©pim©ric dimethyl ketones (CLYXXl) and (CLXX)*
Initially the ketones (CLVÏIX) and (CLIX) would b© 
prosent in equal amounts in the reaction mixture but under th© 
conditions the conversion of a considerable proportion of the 
4P-methyl compound (CLIX) to the epimer (CLVIIl)
would be expected and this is confirmed by the isolation 
of larger amounts of the more ©table isomer (CLYIII)® The
spontaneous dehydration step is not without precedent since
1Û
Ushakov and Madeava foimd that if the reaction between
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mothylmagnesium iodida and 5«s6«“epoxyciiolostan~5P-ol (CIII) 
la prolôagsd for 7 hr., dehydration oocura with the formation 
of 6-raethyleholesterol (hXXVIl).
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All potot® ara uaoox'SpeGtoa. Speelfl© g'otatloao
ï70f© d@teæmia@a im qhle^of@zm molmtlqm In s 1 dm@ tmbe at 
appro3£isia1i©.V 15 0^» Bltwvlolet @b@prptlo% apGotæa w m  
m®®0m’©â Im othamol eol%tlo%g melm^ a teioa® SPogOO mpegteo^ 
pluotoiB©t©ro iRfrared absorptip® ©p©©tm were m@a©iâr©d tu Bmjel
gthezwieo etat©â) vitth a teubb Pam eng 8.4 âoubi© 
h@mi speet^opliot©m©t©s* with uodimm 0 hi# ride opt lee* 0rade IX
alumlM am# light pgtspolaim (bopo 60'«=80^ ) w@s?0 m©ed far ©teoiiat©^ - 
graphgr.
i%© author wish©® to thmmk Dr<, Ao 0« 8^me am& Wa- 
MoOorklWalo for the laieroaaal^ ;©©© amâ ultraviolet abeorptloa
memommmôata  ^aad Mie© Jo 0oldi© for th® iafr®r©d ahaorptlorn 
apootm»
SEGïglOm IK3KJC3 KîtJaoocaRisaj
^reatmemt of 4%* 5&«'Bpo%yGhole8t@%«^W«,yl 400tat© with
«8ggjT t^<w t: a j tt :^a i;c;aa5»AJÆJË8irtavTitTGEgffe»<5ra < a w 'g a « J -«*«Æ^ '^  *ytaÆtrzaaigrf^c»wrtaKfÿ*gîP
EfethjlfâCM^ noBiiiia Iodide <, A ©oXwtioja of 4<Kp $cg«@po%y0holo0taa"
p^«»yl aoetat© (400 mgo ) la tej bemsea© (gO mlo) amd dry ether 
(50 flil^) viBB added to m©thyImmgme© 1mm lodMég [ prepared from
magmQBium (0,11 go)?? mathyl lad Id© (O064 go )o amd ©ther (30 mlo )] p
and the ©olmtlem warn reflated for 4 hr<> 9?h© roaetlom ©isitmr© 
w m  000l@d gmd poured om m aistur© of arueheâ lee (10 go) amâ 
ammiomlmm Ohio rid© (1 go). After 1 hr, the organ lo layer warn
©©par at ©cl ^ washed several time© with water s> and dried (W%80  ^) « 
^vaporatlorn of th© ©olveat mmd©r redmoed pr©©®ur© g a w  a whit©
water to give 4i-@©thyîolioI©®tan°3Pa5o^ <”diol (340 mgo ) as 
water to give 4P-@©thy3xhoIe®tan°3P» 5o^<”diol (340 mgo ) as platesg
U j t W c M A %:;(*ipAAŒPR:^j»uw,,ii:r?n-aiT?CLVtw «% «!% 3a«{W )*M a^6w«%M ou^^ '»  #*' * %wr *  ^  "
oioPo 185'^ 187® 0 Two recrystallieations from ao©ton©«>wat@r gave 
mt analysis sample, mop, 187-189®  ^  ^23o5® (£&lo2)§ Imfrared
absorption at 3555 (hydroxyl)« The material gav© im
colour with tetranitromethane in chloroform and showed no 
selective light absorption in th© ultraviolet region (Founds 
Gp60o2§ Hgl2o2o Gg0%QOg requires Gÿ80,3s Hpî2oO^)o
.48 -Me t hy loho lest an<=^ 3 8 m5(%'-dlol^«aeetat# o « 4P'"Methyl"' 
ohole8tan™3pD3#=^lol (lOO mgo) in pyridine (3 mlo) and aoetic 
anhjdrid© (3 ml,) was allowed to stand mt room temporaturo for 
10 teo The mixture was poured into watery acidified with dilute 
hydrochloric aoid@ and extracted with ethero Th© ethereal 
extract was worked up in the normal manner and evaporation of
th© solvent gave a whit© solid (100 mgo )<, The orW© product
TOOryetallised several times from methanol to give 48-methyl-
e e l iW to iP « B s# y s R ira » 5 m 5 < M ^ ^
cholestanc=35.95®'"diol™3'•^ acetate (74 mgo ) as hlades@ mopo 1 7 4"'I? 5 © P
[a]^ ^ 4® (gglo7)| infrared absorption mt 3400 e®o (hydrozyl) 
1740 omo"^ g 1710 OjBo'^  9 1280 omo g and 1245 (aoetat©)
(Founds Gg,77o90 HglXo2o G^o%g) %  requires GpTBoSs Hpllo4^ )o
Hjdrogenolysi© of this oompotmd with lithiûm aluminium 
hydride regenerated th© 03?igln#l diols mopo and mised Kiopo 
105-187^0
Treatment of 4P=*MethylGhol©staa-38i)5ei=»diolwith Chromium 
TrioxM© in Pjridin©, - A solution of the diol (250 mgo ) in 
pyridine (2o5 mlo) wa© mized intimately with a slurry of 
chromium trloxid© (2gO ago) in pyridine (2o3 ml,) and the 
remet ion mixture wa© left at room temperature for 2 4 too The 
neutral product (200 mg,)g isolated by memnà of etherg wa© 
dissolved in light petroleum (I5 mlo) and filtered through a 
column of alumina (7,5 go), Elution with light petroleum^ 
benzene (4sl) afforded a ©rystalline solid (I6 5 mgo) which 
after two roc^^stalllsations from methanol gave 4“®©thylGholO!3t ™ 
4-en-3‘^o^© 8^8 needle© p moPo 103*=*104®s> -î' 104*^  (^p2oO)o
o . .
'^ ffi®Xo2 5 0 0  Ao (£p 1 5 ptoo) 9 infrared absorption at 1665 omo"
â
and 1 6 1 5 osio " (fôppgp-trleubstituted a@p-unsaturated k©ton©)o
â â
Sondheimer and Ma%iur quote i^Sopo 102-103®p 4- 110®J ^  maxo
o ' %
2 5 1 0 Ao (£ p 1 4 0 3 0 0 ) 6  infrared absorption at I6 6 I omo"* and
K=3%
1 618 aeio for this compoundo
Behydratioa of 4J5rM®tiiylcholestan=3Âp3 ®“di©l=3*"fac®tat0
• r  * i^ r — rr ' *^iT(,rrrT-|i »n~ir  ;i i n i i i r  t i n ii iiT rT tr rn m < liirrn T i firr~niin~Tn^ri TTîri'iT-nlTiTnTr.i P iir ii urn  r m i r i n n i  i /i i ~ i; i , , iT i i i  » in im * r  nirni * i  ■nn nh'T iii n i  in  i ii )i n ■ i mi r i   ..... ..
with Phosphorus Oxyohlorid© in Pyridine o - The diol monoacetate 
( 1 2 5  mgo) in pyridine (lO mlo) was treated with phosphorum 
oxychlorid© ( 3  mlo) and th© ©elution was allowed to stand at
/
room temperature for 24 hVo The product (120 mgo)® isolated 
by mean® of ether^w&m rooryetallised several times froai 
Ghloroform-methBBal to give 4 P thy 1 eho 1®81- 3 1  acetate
«jt/aA ttw vndM B ^i Buam5i% iLtifljiy»A i*r<*»D*sTet*».«»Jtihr»«#M >wlSiit!e»du:sm ei<roti!urtitint3!nBlca*vrrtL3u-asm r5oria
(1X2 ffigo ) a® fin© white "noedlosg m«po 163-165®^ C^3p ° .7X,5"^ 
(ogXo0)o Th© compound gave a yellow colour with t©t*raaltro« 
methane in chloroform and showed light ahoorption maximum at 
2040 Ao (£g 30000) (Found8 CgSloO^ HolXol* roquiro%
O001o46 H0lZo4?^ )<'
)ehydrat 1<
[©-Sulphuric Acido == 4P'=*MethylchoX0stBn«*3p05<s-diol
n ^ ini;n  Tim i'i i i r , '  nLK'# ** IMAM ^ H m Kiiin .T w nm t ^i, .T^rMg j ^
(200 mgo ) in acetic anhydride (25 mlo ) was raflisMd for 2 hr@ 
and th© solutiong (cooled to 100®)g was treated with concentrated 
sulphuric acid (3 drops)o The dark groen reaction mlxtur© wa® 
maintained at 100® for a further lO ralno^cooled to room.tempera­
ture* and the precipitate filtered and washed with watero Th© 
material was recryatalllsed several times from chloroform- 
methanol to give 4p-methylchol©st-3^ en-Jp-j‘l_„acetate_ (180 mgo ) 
a© needle®0 moPo 162-163®* «* 70® (cgloS)^ identical (uioPo
and mixed moPo) with th© material obtained In the previous 
reactiono
Treatment of 4P-M©thyXchoI©Qt-5°en-3P-yl Acetatewith 
 ^4P“MQthylcholoBt"5“'®n—3P*“yl ace tat© (70 mgo) 
was dissolved In a mixture ©f acetic acid (I9 mlo) and
80
□oneentratQd hydrochloric acid (X mlo) mmd th© solution was 
heated at 100® for 3 hro Th© mixture was oooled* poured into 
water* and extracted with ethers Th© ether solution was 
washed with sodium bicarbonate solution* dried over anhydrous 
sodium sulphate* and evaporated to give a pal© yellow gumo A 
solution of th© gum in light petroleum (5 mlo) was filtered 
through alumina (5 go), Light petroleum ( 5 0  mlo) ©luted a 
colourless gum (54 mg*) which crystallised from chloroform- 
methanol to give A'^^^ttolcholesta'^o 5-di©no as prismatic 
Modlê©* nupo 78-79^9 - 9 I® (g^ *lo6 )^  Y maxo2 3 2 0  A©
(£* 1 7 *6 0 0 ) 0  2 3 8 0 A. (€* 1 8 *6 0 0 )* 2 4 7 0 L- (£* 1 1 *6 0 0 )
(Founds 0*88*26 H*12o2o require® 0*87o9& E*12ol^) =
Treatment of Gholeet-d^®^*®??^.?! Acetate with P©rbenj§©io 
AqAd0 - Ghol@0t-4“©ï^’i°’5P"Tl acetate (1 go ) in dry bensen©
( 5 0  mlo) was treated with a Oo2 9 Mo solution ( 1 0  mlo) of 
perbensKOie acid in benejonec After 3 days at room temp©ratur© 
the reaction mixture was poured Ant© 5^ potassium hydroxide 
solution and the organic layer was allowed to eeparatOo The 
bonson© extract v/a© washed with water* dried (NagSO^)* and 
evaporated under reduced pressure to give a gum (1*09 go) 
which wao dissolved in hot methanol ( 3 0  mlo). The white 
crystalline solid which separated on cooling was collected 
and racrystallioed from methanol to give 4®3 5os**©pcxyoholestan-
acetate (550 mg, ) a© bladea* mopo 3.19-120®* -s* 56®
©3
(£*loS), (lito ; moPo 13.9‘-120®g -S' 55®)o
When the mother liquor® from this orystallieation war© 
raduoad in hulk a molecular complex (210 mgo ) of 
epoxyohole8tan-3p-yl ac©tat@ and 4p*5P'"ap®2cyoopro®tan->3P*"yl 
me©tat© separated as neeâloa* ®oPo I0 4 '^1 0 7 ®o Two racryotallisa- 
tions from methanol gave needle©* m«po 108-109®* 20®
tai ^
(£@loT ); infmrad absorption at 1?59 cm o'" and 1 2 3 5 amo 
(acetate) (Founds 0*78*3^ HglOoT® require© 0*7©o3l
HglOo9^)o
Ghrommtography of Molecular OompleXo - Th© molecular 
complex (100 mg* ) in light petroleum (10 mlo) was chromatographed 
om alumlnm (3 g, ), Elution with light petroleum (I5 0 ml, ) 
gave a gum (95 mgo) which cryetallioed from methanol as needles*
nupo 1 0 7 -108® 9 identical (m,po and mixed m*po) with the starting
material*
Preparation of the Molecular Oomplex from ite Gompomentso-
«cmtjua«go3»3igKffitf'‘Æ« n w w a>feMafji>jj MAUjwÿgMfiJuw irfi3:i=g w i» u >i»»<0j^^ ..... . n u ijF III iif tr,cm&'*uMi*f«*%ag3aü3r5P
Equal quantities ( 3 0  mg* )' of 4(%g5a-epoxychole8tan-.3p-yl acetate* 
m,po 119-120®* [u]^ 5 6 ® and 4P* 5P-aposyc©pro©taB-3P'”yl acetate *
fâoPo 08-89®* “ ^ 3o5® were mixed and reoryetallieed twice
from methanol to give nee diem* mop, 108-109®* 18® (£p2o0)«
A mixed m«po determined with a sample of the molecular complex 
showed no depression*
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Treatment of
with Metifiyimagnesium Iodide* «=> A aolution @f
4Pg5p«»©p0Xjcopro®tan-3P-ol (9o2 go) in dry bonzono (180 ml*) and 
dry ether (180 ml*) was added to m © t h y l u m  iodid^g [prepared 
from magnesium (4,4 goï^methyl iodide (26*08 g*)* and ether 
(110 mlo)]* and th© solution was refluxed for 4 hr** oooled* and 
poured on a mixture of oruohed ice (500 go) and ammonium ohlorldo 
( 5 0  B°)o Eth©r ( 5 0 0  mlo) was added and after th© solution had 
been shaken vigorously* the organic layer was separatedp washed 
several times with water* dried (lagSO^)* and evaporated under 
reduced pressure to give a waxy solid- (9o3 go), The crude 
product was dissolved in a minimum of benzene and chromatographed 
on alumina (4 0 O go), Tii© chromatogram was developed a© indicated
in the aummary below. 
Fraction Eluant ¥o1d(ml,) Wto(go) Description
1—5 Benzene 5 0 0 -
6 - 1 5 Ether 1 0 0 0
1 6 - 3 1 1^ Methanol in ether 1 6 0 0 0 * 1 5 7 Gum
3 2 - 3 4 Methanol in ether 5 0 0 Go 1 5 1 Gum
3 5 - 5 6 . Methanol in ether 6OOO 3o505 Whit© realm
5 7 - 6 3 2 /^ Hethamol In ether 2 1 0 0
Fraction Eluant Vol,(ml*)tæa*«v3r*riwKRm#mwkLiuA «•Xsi, DesBslptioa«nMeVEKZ^nMwiwiR M if P«*=*#*#*
6 4 - 8 5 y/o Methanol in ether 3900 0»273 White solid
8 6 —9 0 yi Methanol in ether 1 5^^ 0 . 1 0 5 White solid
9 1 - 9 9 y^ * Methanol in ether 2700 0.269 White rem in
1 0 0 - 1 0 9 f^o Methanol in ether 1000 0.085 White resin
110-121 55^  Methanol in ether 1200 3 . 1 7 0 Whit© ©olid
Fraction© (I6-3I) *
Fractions (32-3 4) w©m comblmed and ory^talliBod s©v®»l 
times from aoétono-wator to give sm imldemtlflad diol (?§ mg* )
*p(kMi*vr*srtsn^ \ n <tr 'W? ¥
a© bladosp m*po 140-141®* t 3^*5® (£90*8)0 Th# oompoimd
gav© no colour with t©tranitrom#thane in chloroform and wa^ 
transparent to ultraviolet lighti? Imfrmred absorption at 3^90 and 
3125 Qïïio"’^ (hydroxyl) (Foumdg GpBOo^; HpXlo6* 
r©qul%*#0 G *80* 3^  Eg 12 o 0^)0
Fraotione (35-56) mrm bulked and ory^talllm©# many 
time# from light petroleum to giv© 4^ =4methyIqho 1 ©stan-3p0413 ==diol 
(2oB6 go) a© lustrous plate#* mop* 202-203®9 [(%]^  -s- 2 4o5® (j,0loO)o 
Th® compoimd gave no colour with tatrmnitrom©thane im chloroform 
and showed no ©©lestiv® light absorption im the ultraviolet
I.
region^ infrared absorption at 3356 cmo*” (hydroxyl) ' (fcraadg 
Gp80o2§ HglIo9« % 0 % o %  requires Gg80o3& Hgl2oG^)o
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Fraotiojis (64“B5) weye combined mad ar^stallised 
©©tomI times from light petroleum glT© iz second unid©ntifi®d 
dial { 1 7 2  mgo) (0 9 2 *0 )* The compound wao transparent to
ultraviolet light § infrared absorption at 5 2 2 0 omo*"" (hydrossjrl) 
(Pounds G^SOoôg E@1 2 ol* requires 0^80*3? EplgoO^)»
Fractions (86-90) were combined and crystallised many 
times from acetone but a pur© material was not obtainedo
Fractions (9 1 ^9 9 ) were bulked and crystallised numerous 
times from acetone to give & third unidentified dlol (124 Bgo) 
as plates g mopo 203-205^9 'O- 9o5® (cpSoO), The compound
was transparent to ultraviolet lightp infrared absorption at 
5404 cmo"’^ (hydroxyl) (Founds GpSOd^ Hÿl2«2* Gg@% 0 %  requires 
q,80o5& HglSoO^)*
Fractions (110-121), were combined and crystallised twice 
from aeoton© to give oholeet-5“^^‘=^5P9 4 P®’dlol (2 o58 go) as ne@dl©s 
lEcpo %7 5 ™1 7 6 ® 9 - 6 2 ® (op2 ol), The compound gave a yellow
colour with tetranitromethano in chloroform and showed light
©
absorption at 2080 A» (£ 9 4 9 2 0 0 ), The Hopo of a mixture of 
this material with an authentic ©ample showed no depression*
The above dlol ( 5 0  mg*) in acetic anhydride (l ml*) was 
refluxed for 1 hr*g and the product which separated from th© 
cold reaction mistur© was recsystallised from methanol to giv© 
cholest-5™en=5p9 4P™^ 'l&l diacetat©^mapo and mixed moP* 169^170®^
[œJu « W  (£f)^ oO),
Eodi« Periodate Tltratlom of
*ntt£C3T*c* JtstîaÆSM f c  v  rgr t ia iy j i i jc  j  tfa*3gr3i3r55g«^/ttu :g^ a w »J*gi^£Ogcfia«j{S!'<t?tRttt^rtgCj jKCTsC/jpitftejS]»
digit An aqiucous aolmtlom of sodten p©ri@dat© (2o5 ml, g
Qo20l%Mj was added to a solution of the diol (59©3 mg,) la
alcohol and the volmm mad# %p to gO mlo by addition of a
further quantity of alcohol* Portioaa (10 ml*) were removed
after multahl® time Intervals and'th# exoesB of aodlum -pOTioiat©
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wae estimated lodim^trically by the method of Barn©byo 4 
blank containing only the aqueome alcoholic aolution of ©odlmm 
periodate was prepared and treated in the samo manmmr mm the 
©ample* The results of the titrations are tabulated below*
Reaction Time Blank Titration B^ mplrn fitration Tltratiom Diffmae
f5 ï^ rjA -» 7 n a ïA v .ï‘î/îuœ-^vrrsSTflïts:*.'/.'Tr't:i332;îî^r4îi^»-*^aiS'S"
(Hs’sr) (mloOf 0=1® (®1= of 0 » W  (ml. of 0=1 H
sodiîMi asîssmite) sodluii arsasii'fe®) sodlaa mgaea&te)
§ 1=08 1=03
18 1=08 1.08
40 1=07 0=96 0=11
90 1=07 0=@5 0=24
ghe aboTO resulto isidisat® ttet sftsj? 4 0 bx». eaâ 9 0  te. 
thm ©sldatioa of the 1,2 glyeal unit haâ ©eqtex>sfi tci tte ©steat 
of 2(^ aaâ 4 ^  s*®ep®0ti'9’®ly=
Soâina Pe^iodata Sityatioa of gpoÆP^Blby&BwKyehelemt^S™
<A%7aty(jru)M=a^%af!< r %.%rw*=t : t «iaM%oaw53AaÆ3%%ia!M«j3W3aA&if3afQ#aiMpajLiW3w : ^ ^
«@n@, » An alcoholic ©olution of the diol (51,2 mgo) wms
iSwJSsWiiaîrtsSitt» ^  B*r r
treated im the mammer described above with the following 
femmlt#,
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Reaetlom ®ims BlankTâtTOWoa Sample Tltgation Titration Diffaea.
(Irs.) (ml. of O.im (ml. of O.l H (ml. of 0.1 m
sodium aroenito) aodium araonlta) sodium arsenits)
4 1.0? 0.?4 0.53
6 1.0? 0.64 0.43
24 1.06 0.59 0.4?
The above result© ©how that the oleavage of the 1^2- 
glycol unit wa© 65&, 85 and 32f> after 4s‘ 6 unû 24 hrm* re©pe©tiv©lj<
The Acetone Derivative of 4g-M©thylchol0©tam^3#o#^dlolo ^ 
4oî«‘Metbyloholo©tan-3pp4p-^diol (100 mgo) and dry aoeton® (10 mlo ) 
wa© treated with concentrated hydrochloric acid (5 drop©) and 
the mixture was ©hak©n until a clear solution resulted* The 
shaking was continued for a further 2 hr* g when ©odium 
bicarbornate warn added amd^ after 10 minute© & the solid wa® 
filtered off and the filtrate taken to dryness* The whit® 
solid which remained@ wa© dissolved in light petroleum and 
chromatogmphcd on alumina (5 go)* Blution with light 
petroleum gave a crystalline fraction (4 I mg*) which after two 
reoryatallisations from methanol gave to«*m®thYlohol©stan*^B*4p^
T it II 1 I r~' «III I'n'iT T  I il'fwr^TnriiarTi in N irir iiw-riT I'lii io • II i m iiiiiriininnrr n ^ T ii i i~ ^  i r ~ n r
diol acGtonld® (35 ®g,) needle©^ mop* 133^^31^^ i- 11^
(o^ plo5) (Founds Gp61o2^ Eg 12*0* require© Gp81o2;
Epilog^),
4gi^M©thylchol©stan«>3Pp4P'^diol-^3^ac0tateo «•
Qhol®stan«»3P9 4P“<^ i®l (105 mg, ) in pyridine ( 3  ml* ) and acetic 
anhydride ( 3  ml*) wgm kept at room temperature for 18 hr*
Isolation of the ©.©©tylateâ product with ether gav© a white
©olidg moPo 186^195^0 Several reoryetallisations from
met Mmol gave 4^«^m©thyIohol®©taB<^3P^4B-^diol”*3*=’aoetate (81 mg* )
ttaLsgtc?!ri«» !!w^CTftwg.i'4tÆ;‘a.ttH3ato^.!Â J.«itfftaÆaa3>aTg»«teM;w>giV>taiviijiïg tatfiCT? f^rttniA‘t t A t;W eg^ ^  *
m  matted noodle© » MoPo 200-202®o [eî]^  2 9 *5 ® (^gloO)* The
ooBipoimd was transparent to ultraviolet lights infrared ah©orp=
â «3îâ
tlon at 3 5 0 9 cm*" (hy'droxyl)g I7 2 4 omo™ and 1266 qmo,'"
(Founds CgTSoSs Hpllo2o 0@o%g%  requires QÿJBcZ^ Hpllo4?^)*
'dlol Dlaoetate, - â solution
of 4<^-methylehôleetan-3pB4P<=’dlol (200 mgo ) In aoetia anhydride 
( 5  ml* ) warn ref limed for 5 hr* The cold reaction mixture was 
poured into water and the neutral product extracted with ether 
in the usual mmmer@ Evaporation of the solvent g m m a white 
solid which was dissolved im light petroleum a M  chromatographed 
on alumina ( 5  go), Elution with light petrolaum-bemmm® (4s 1) 
gave m crystalline solid (110 mg*) which after thr©© reorystall*' 
iaatlons from methanol gave 4(^ -methYlchole(Bt#m<^ 3P@^ P'^ 'dlol 
diace tat© (95 mg, ) m  plate©, m*po I54'“155^ i? [®^]|5 *^3^ (c^l*4)o 
The compound was transparent to ultraviolet lights infrared 
absorption (in carbon tetrachloride) at 1754 and 1 7 5 9
(acetat©) (Founds Hgllol* roquirea Cg76o4§
a,iOo8#)o
Elution with bens®n© gav© a whit® ©olid (73 mg* ) which 
after several crystallieation from methanol gave 4^™methyl™ 
ohol©stan^3p9 4P“dial«>5“ @^©'^ '^®^ © (5^ mgo) a® needles^ m*po 200-202®*
The oompouBd identical with that prepared in the previous 
reaotlono
Oxidation of 4@-methylohpl88tan«5p«4^TdiQl__ --------
Ac M o - 4(H-lathylohoio©taa**3p9 4P“diol ( 4 5 0  mg* ) in ©tablliset 
aoetlo acid (57*5 ml*) and water(2*5 ml* ) was heated to 60 
m water hath* A solution of chromium trioxide (450 mg* ) Im 
stabilised aoetio aoid (4 ml*) and water (0*5 ml*) was added 
and the reaction mixture maintained at 60® for a further 2*g hr* 
The exeees of ohromio aold was destroyed with methanol (2 ml*) 
and the solution diluted with waterp extracted with ether 
( 3  % 5 0 mlo )g and the ethereal «tract washed with sodium 
S^doxide solution (3 % gO ml* ) * The alkaline wash wa© mo Id if M d  
with dilute hydrochloric acid and the precipitate extract©d 
with ether (3 0O biI*)* Evaporation of the solvent under reduced 
pressure gave a gum (4 3Q mg*) which after three cryotallisstione 
from methanol gave 4 ”m©thTlchQleetan- 3 9  4^ s©co*=»4^ o3:o*»3^carbaxyli©
II 11*   iiiiiim iMiiiinitlln'■Illi II  iiihi<Htoi*'Mim  "IIIM HiiÉiwniTiiiwitinwiy  ^«r I II! 1 mi 1» « if  iw, ni 1 i«ii : 11 n imf n mr 1 - 1 - —
acid ( 2 3 0  mgo ) as platee@ mop* 1 2 4-1 2 5 ®g - 1*5® (c^ pIo4)^
c«l cÆ
infrared absorption at 2 6 7 4 om* (carboxylic acid)g Vfl2 cm* 
(carbonyl) (Founds O»T0oO§ H»lOo9« requires Gg77*7B
Hgllo2?â)o
The acid (100 mg* ) was treated with an excess of
diagomethan® in ether* Oryetallisation of the product from 
methanol gave
ester ao plates g mop* infrared absorption
isaâ itïtS.
at 1739 (©©ter)g1T06 (ketome) (Founds Gg78o3  ^Hgilo2c
requir©© Gg78oO# Hgllo3^)*
?olj©ia of 4^mQttolohoI©©t»an-3p4””S©co«*4-”OXQ-3^©ar1ioxTLiio 
- The emter (70 mg*) and eodium hydroxide Im 
methanol (O* 5/^0 10 ml* ) wore shaken together until solution was 
complete and the reaction mixture was allowed to stand at room 
temperature for 2 4 hr* The solution v/as acidified with dilute 
hydrochloric acid® extracted with etherp and the ethereal solution 
vms washed with 7^ sodium hydroxide solution (lOO ml* )* Th@ 
alkaline wash was acidified with dilute hydrochloric acid and the 
précipitât® extracted with ether* Evaporation of the solvent gave 
a gum ( 5 5  ®go ) which crystallised from Diet hand to give 4™^@thyl- 
cholestan-304=^ B®G0'^ 4<='GZo-3'^ car'bGxylic acid ( 4 0  mg* ) as plateey mop* 
and mixed m* p, 1 2 4 *^1 2 5 ®,
Treatment of 4oî*°BtothyIcholestan-gp p4P^ <iiol with Periodic
I I nif nil in  #11 iiiiiiinni iiii) ri[ I nil I iiiiTiri I > I IT I iiiuTiifini m i imu'i iii'WKWmwtfiiii nminnt^ iMiHrniTrmTiri im i mmiiinnmu ■iirn^iTTr n i^fr ni nVi i r^ii"i m7i~iini'w n i~« iiin>MiwiWf i ■fi'iniif tw*ih i im < imi' I'l i"~~r
Aoido -> The did (590 mg* ) was dissolved in dioxan (25 ml*) and
«sarfWTïCatwttsQD V *  ^  ^  r
a solution of periodic acid (HÏ0^o2B^0§ 670 mg*) in water ( 4  ml* ) 
was added* The whit® precipitate which formed was redissolved by 
shaking and a further quantity of dioxan ( 5  ml*) was added* The 
opalescent ©olution was allowed to stand at room temperature for 
48 hr* g when a crystalline précipitât© (EI% ) m m  formed* The 
dloxan warn mmoved under reduced pressure 9 water was addedg and 
the resulting gum was extracted with ether* fh© extrkct was
9 8
washed with watergdried over anhydrous sodium sulphate^ and th© 
solvent evaporated to give a yellow gum (570 mg* ) which wae 
di®solved in light petroleum and chromatographed on alumina 
(X§ go)o Elution with light petroleum-henaen© (isI) gave 
4-‘m©thyl-3o4^^<^@o-3g4“di®2£oohole©tane a© a non-crystalline gum 
(250 mgo)% infrared absorption at I712 em*^ (carbonyl), The 
gum (00 mgo) in methanol (2 ml*) was treated with a solution of 
2g4-dlnitr©phenjXhjdrasine in methanol and the resultihg yellow 
precipitate was filterad'^dried^ and reojrystallieed from chloroform, 
methanol to give the mono-2 $,i-dlnltrophenyIhydrmîsom© of 4-metbvX- 
.3j,4°a®oo°5!>4-dAj>soohqleBtaaa ( 6 5  mg.) as blad®», m.p. 1 9 7  
[a]^ - 17® (cglo4)§ infrared absorption showed a strong band at 
1 7 0 9 c m * (carbonyl) (Founds 0,66* 5g HgSoQ^ B's9o6« 
requires Cg68o4  ^ Hg8o8§ Wg9o4^ ),
Treatment of 4-Methyl-3j)4‘=^^eeo-3f4-êlmtôch©le©tan© with
« a jaM » m * .<J.*MiBi».|M«*s^m«Wattt«ywa*aMaaim n a ^ ii' nii' irfraaaj»agt>i5fcCTagWBh^«wjcg’tr.M iifttorarica»»4y*im«p«ymTttistmW !ti8g^ ^ ^o»w a:ui*.w ajjiJ ^ ^
Bydrogen Peroxide, - The non-cry©tallin© carbonyl ooiapcumd 
( 6 0  mgo) in acetic acid (2 ml,) was treated with aqueous hydrogen 
peroxide (30^§ 1 ml*) and the solution was heated at 100® for 
3 hr* Extraction of the acidic product in the manner described 
previously gave a gum ( 4 0  mg*) which crystallised fro si methanol 
to yield 4""’S^®thylahole©tan-3g4“S®<3o-4'“^ '*^ o-3'^ ©®-^ 'boxylic acid as 
plates9 mopo and mixed m*po I2 4 *"1 2 5 ®o
Treatment ©f thyIch©lest#m-3B p 4 P to 1«3-aoetate with
Ghromlum Trioxide * - A solution of the diol momoaoetate (100 mg,
fM M>-*Wn«n«4^«y w rnm T rilll 11 I II ■HTW'II I#»|I 111-| 11 Al ^
in pyridine (3 ml*) was mixed with a slurry of chromium trloxlde 
(loo mg* ) in pyridine (1 ml* ) and the reaction mixture was left 
at room temperature for 20 hr* Isolation of the product 
meaus of ether gave a white solid which crystallised from 
methanol to give unchanged starting material*
mvhoTim Ozyohlorld© Im Pyridim®
3twggagmttoaaaB3atrtrajrCTCBjasK«mri>iCTa?wCTicgt,*«aggairgn amttTiarfÆTw » i iva >.RiikUgiL%Mi^ ^
diol,r.3«»aQetat©o «■ Phoephoru© oxychloride 
(lO mlo) was added to a solution of the diol monaacetat© (I go) 
in dry pyridine (40 ml*) and the mixture wae kept at 100® for 
5 hr* The excess phosphorus oxychlorid© wae destroyed by the 
addition of crushed ice and the neutral product was Isolated by 
means of ether, Evaporation of the solvent afforded a gum 
(BgO mgo) which was dissolved in light petroleum and chromato­
graphed on alumina (25 g*), Elution with light petroleum 
(loo mlo) gave a fraction (260 mg*) which crystallised from 
chlorofom-methanol to give 4‘=’ffl®thylchol©ata-5g5“’^ Mn® (210 mg* ) 
as needles9 mop* 76-79®» E®]j) 9^® (£,o^ ol)o The Identity of
this compound with the 4"^ î^ t^îiylohol©eta-5o5'”di©n© prepared 
previously (page 88) was established by mixed mop* determination* 
Further elution with light petroleum ( 2 5 0  ml*) gave a 
crystalline fraction (390 mg*) which gaveg after two crystalliea- 
tioas from methanols tbyl8hol@Bt»4-enslâÆLae«tmt@ (260 mg. )
LOO
as aesdiesss m.p. •{• 37® (£olol.)3 V_, „ 8080 â=
(£g llgOOO)^ infrared absorption at 1739 and 1250 obo'^
(acetate) (Founds 0g01o0§ Egll*?* % o % o %  require© Og©lo4g 
Egllq#)*
4-MethyIcho 1 © © 3P^pX« - 4^MethylqhoIeat-4'='®ni»3#-yl 
acetate ( 1 4 5  mg*) in dry ether (20 ml*) was added to a enapen®Ion
of lithium aluminium hydride (100 mgo) in dry ether (20 ml*) and 
th© mixture was boiled gently under reflux for 2*5 hr* Ether 
(50 ml,) wae added and the exoeee hydride was decomposed by the 
cautious addition of crushed ic®, The suspension wae washed with 
dilute sulphuric acid (5^)» waterg and dried (Ha^SO^), Th@ 
residue remaining after evaporation of the ether was recrystalIieed 
several times from methanol t© give
( 1 1 0  mgo) as needles0 mop, 171-173®» 5B® (£pl<>7)0 î*"®a2i:o
2100 Ao (£ @7»5 0 0 ) (Founds 0g©4o2s H{>12o2o reqmir©#
Gg63o9e E»12olAo 
Oxidation
Trioxid©, - The alcohol (75 mg,) in pyridia© (3 ml,) wa® treated
with a Blurry of chromium trioxide (lOO mg,) in pyridine (1 ml*)
and the mixture was allowed to stand for 20 hr, at room temperatureo
The product was isolated by means of ether g dissolved in light 
petroleim^and chromatographed on alumina ( 3  go), Elution with
light petrol©im-benmone (2gl) gave a cryatalline fraction ( 5 0  mg, )
lOI
which ©ryatallieed from methanol as needles^ m*p* 103-104®» 
identical (moPog mixed m,po ^ and infrared mWorptlom) with 
4-me thy lohûles *
The benzoate (1 go) in ether (100 ml*)s ethyl acetate (50 ml*)& 
and- acetic acid (20 ml*) was shaken with liydrogen over a platinum 
catalyst (from 100 mgo of platinum oxide) for 12 hr* at rocm 
temperatureo The volume of hydrogen aWorbed at W,T*pA wae 
180 ml* (4 moles)* The catalyst was removed hj filtration and
the filtrate reduced to go ml* by evaporation of the solvent 
im vacuoo The product which separated on cooling was collected
w « a * t f  tpaaeuw g iin i—I ini'm ^  ^
and recry©tallisod one© from ohloroform-methano1 to give 
chol©atan-30 * 48-dlol-3-h©x@hvdrohen:^oate (760 mg* ) as needle® g 
mop* 213-215^9 *¥ 4o5® infrared absorption at
1 7 0 9 (with a shoulder at 1 7 3 0 and I244
The compound gave no colour with tetranitromothaa© In chloroform 
and showed ao ©oloctivo light absorption in the ultraviolet region* 
A mixture with the starting material (mop* 212-213®) had m*po 
200-202® (Founds G979oOg I9II0 2* requires G,79o3s
Hp11o 4^}o
HydrqlTBi© of Qholaetan-30 g 4 0-dicl-3-h0xahTdrQ'b©a^©at@o “
The ester (100 mg* ) was r®flux©d with 3^ methmmollc potassium 
hydroxid© solution ( 3 0  ml*) for 3 hr* The product (7 I mg*)g
iaolat»®d by means of other v m  reorystallised several time© 
from aoetoB© to give ohole0tan-5P»40*^M l  as plates9 mopo 
199""2Ql®g 16® (09O08), Hoaenheim and Starling*^^^ give
iHoPo 202-205®» I806® for this compomdo
with Sodium D1chromât© in Sulphurio AcId* - A solution of 
ohole®tan-5P9 4P'“dl0l-3-h©xalydr©boMoa.t® (960 mg*) in boiling 
aoetoM ( 1 5 0  mlo) was treated dropwi©© with Kiliani reagent 
(0 , 1 7 6  go sodium diohromate/ml*) till a permanent yellow 
colour was obserred, The aolutlorn warn cooled9 poured into 
water ( 4 0 0  mio)© and the white precipitate was filtered and 
dissolved in ether* The solution was washed with saturated 
sodium bicarbonate solution^ water9 and dried (ig^BQg)* 
Evaporation of the solvent gave a white orystallin© solid which 
was reoryBtallised several times from ehlo roform-m@thmmo1 to 
glTO 4”O3sogtoIeBtsn°30'g.Ti!l_&gmtete9Magieaiiig (740 mg. ) as 
IwstrouB platesj m.p. 183“185®s [@]« <= 7° (_c,1.8)g iafrawd
ctA fcsi erl
absorption at 1745 om*" and 1 2 4 2 cm, (©ster)» 1 7 2 4 om,' 
(ketone )o The oompound gave no colour with tetranltromethm© 
im ehlorofor® and showed no selective light absorption im the 
ultraviolet region. (Founds Co79o4d HgiXoJ* requires
O»T9 o6 0 HglloO^)*
- A ©olmticn of 4'~o%oohol@0tam«
-3 P-yl hoxabydrobOMoat© (3 olB g, ) Im tey other (X5 0 ml, ) and 
dry bonson© (I5 0 ml*) wa® added to the Grigmrd roagont 
[prepared from magnésium (1*44 go)» methyl Iodide (@o?6 g*),and 
dry ether (100 ml*)]* The %'eaotlon mixture was refluxed for 
4 teop ooolodg and poured on crushed loe (igo g*) and ammonium
chloride ( 1 5  go)* After 1 hr*, other ( 4 0 0  ml,) was added g the
solution was shaken vigorously9 and the organic extract was 
washed thoroughly with water and dried (Ha^^O^)* Evaporation 
of the solvent gave a raalnous mass (2,98 go) which after 
several ©rystallisations from acetone gave 4®-metî^ yXcholestan- 
30,40«dlol (lo75 go) 80 prismatic needle®@ mop* 2 0 2-2 0 5 ®»
2 4 ® (c»lo9)o The compound was identical (mop,g mixed mop,@ 
and infrared absorption) with the diol obtained from the reaction 
of m@thyImagmesium iodide with 40 » 50-epoxyoholestan-5P'^cl
8EGTI0H III
magnealum Iodide * - A solution of 40 » gP-epoxycoprostan-goi-oI 
(7 go) Im dry ether (175 ml*) and dry benzene ( 1 7 5  ml*) was 
added to méthylmagnésium iodide» [prepared from magnesium 
(2 o52 go)» methyl iodide (1 4 , 8 8  go)» and dry ether (200 ml,)]i
104
arid the reaction mixture waa Toflmieé for 4 hr* » oooled* am# 
poured am a mlxtwe of crushed loe (250 go) am# ammomlum 
chloride ( 2 5  go )o The mixture was treated with ether (250 ml< 
asci the orgamio extract was washed several times with water 
smd dried over amkjdroms sodium sulphate * Evaporation of the 
solve at afforded a reaimom© mass (To 3 go) which was dissolved 
im a mlmimum of ether amâ absorbed on a oolmm of mlmmlma 
(210 go)o The chromatogram was developed as indicated im the 
summary below *
F r a e t lo m  E lu m m t V o l . ( M l .
rrairnrÆa®33it£t:^«îr=*f»mV^
)  V /1 : . ( s )
€ f% % aa a* z 8 r% ^ % Æ iia  »affwS?ï553ïr,a5Ti5:«WCT5«ri&£»t^^
1-5 E th s ï? 500 0 .1 2 8 ï ® l î o t j  g im
6=10 1300 1 .2 1 8 H e s îs a o s s  gmm
1 9 - 4 8 E t îs s f f 5000 1.361 O E j f e t a l l t o ®  s o l ie î
4 9 ° ? ? |5â  f i îe tà ê f f lo l  Im  ® t.tos? 2900 1 . Î 4 0 S fe it®  s o l M
?@ -»l09 1^  M e th a a o l  IM  B th e x * 3200 1 .1 4 ? W MIs® s x s s ia
110=119 5)§ P la fe to ff lo l im  B th e s? 1000 0 .5 9 9 W h it e  ■s&bIu
Fraotioms (l-g) were nom-exystallime *
Fraotioms (6-1©) were combined amcl osystellisei three 
times from methanol to give (lol4w  trScSî^-9Vi!rasï!3iwt*pmtlî{Ti=CTK»id3Si5:nsîtrs8M to»i<^s»5ïy^^ ^  '
go) as m©©ile@9 m*po 189-191®» 9® Cj,»0*©)o Tim
oompoimd gave mo colour with tetramitromethame im ohloraform amâ 
shewed mo meleetlvo light aboorptiom im the ultraviolet ragiomg
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iïij'rared absorption at 3484 (hydroxyl) [Founds G,78*8%
HplloSo GggHgQOg *|GE^ DE'requires 0,78 7^» H»X2olî^ ]*
Fmctioa© (19'*’4B) were bulked and o rye tall ia@d twiae from 
aoeton© to giw a gmterial (lo26 go) as blades» isopo 
[fôj^  25® (a^ »2oO)o The compomd was shown to be. Identical 
with starting material (m,p, » mixed m*po and Infrared .absorption)-o 
Frastloas (49'*T7) were ©omblxied and orystalXiaed from 
acetone to give 5®^ ®^®thylchol@©tan*®50«4®'=”dlol (lolO g, ) a# prisissn 
tBoPo 179™!©!®» “&• Î® (g^ »lo6)o The compoumd was transparent
kÂ
t© ultraviolet lights Infrared absorption at 5460 cm*  ^ (hydroxyl 
(Foimds O»0Oo4§ H»12ol, requires GgSOoJi^  H»12o05î^ )*
Fractions (70-109) w#r@ corabimed and oi^ratallis©# from
light petroleum and ultimately from acetone to give A5%BÊÊËZ&°
choleetan-5(%A5g-diol (1,08 go) m  plat©©» map, 154‘^!'55^ 9 E^ l^'rt 4®
(goloT)e The compound g w e  no colour with tetranifcromethahe Im
chloroform and was transparent to ultraviolet lights infrared
s 4,
absorption at 3613 cm,'" and 3^47 era»**” (hydro%yl) (Founds G»80»2B 
HpIlo99 requires G»80o5s E»I2oO^)o
Fractions (1 1 0-1 1 9 ) were combined and crystallised twice 
from acetone to giv© 50^mothylchQlostan«^ 3e^ »4<^ d^iol (Oo54 go ) as 
need!®09 m,p* 1 8 6 - 1 8 © t 10® (£.»!o7)® The compound gave 
no colour with tetraaitrom©thane in chloroform ax'id showed mo 
selective light absorption in the ultraviolet region^ infrared
106
absorption at 3 6 5 6 and 3 4 6 O (hydroxyl) (FOundg Gof9o9o
HplloTo roqmires a»8Go5; H» 12,0^)
Sodium .?@riodat© Titration of l o h o l o # «48-
diol, - An aleoholio solution of the dial (65o4 mg, ) xvas treated 
in the mammer described for 4«^-®©tîylch®l®ètasi-30»4P'»diol (page 33\ 
After 92 'te« m alight précipitât© (llaXO^  ) was observed but thm 
titration resuite Indicated that no oxidation had oomarred*
Sodium Foriodat© Titration of3«^'"M©thylohôlestan-3pR^i®‘=^ 
dlolo - An alooholio ©elution of. the diol (49o9 mg* ) was treated 
in the manner deaoribed above with the following resultsg 
Hoaotion Time Blank Titration Sample Titration Titration Dlffmo#
tmgo*t^T»j8[Bjss=ep r ±^  KS rayA ^S S gy^ gMaBjaaügij s^6?w5twii««^5wtstwo3aa»t8»*s!suj*ii:iuiiirt nwwim M »Kcaa»TMa*Küï?»# *M%r«4Wïa}***3«wrM3ma«K0nat**w,'j e #a*M  g y e » a a a » w ! -wte » »  tuautc '^j j 'j CpapsAgffaàgUrP»
Mr," (mlo of 0*11 (ml* of 0*11 (mloOf O d  1
sodium araenit®) sodium arsenlte) sodium araemlte)
r? loO? Oo9T 0*10
4 2 1*06 0 * 9 1  Oolg
9 2 loOé Oo@9 0,1?
Them© results show that the clemvag® of the IgS-gljool 
unit was 21» 3I» and 3 6^ after 17» 4 2 » and §>2 te, reapeetively,
5odium F©ri@dat© Titration of 4c^-MethTloh©IeBtan«»3ccn50« 
dioXo - An alooholio solution of the diol (53oS mg,) was treatèd
ÉïïsR;ï3»t*wcti3=wta ^  ^  ^  '
in the manner described above* After 92 hr* the titration 
results indicated that no oxidation had taken place.
Sodium F®r:lodat© Titration of 30-MethyIcho 1 estam-3^ ,46;- 
dioXo - An aloohollc aelution of the diol (50 mgo) was treated 
Im the manner d©s©rib©d above with the followImg result®a
Heaetlpa Time Blank .Titration Sample Tltratloa Titration Biffnoo 
Rro l[mTr"of"o7lN~" X5lî7""oT"orîîr~^  (mlo of Ool H
aodiym araenito) aodium araonite) aodium araonito)
17 loOT Oo79 Oo20
42 loO? O0 6 6 Oo4l
32 IcOl O0 6.I 0o46
Th© above resulto indicate that the cleaVago of the
lf2-glyool unit was 6 0 » 06» and 30a after 1?» 4 2 » and 9 2 hr,
r®ep®Gtiwlyo
- a ©oiution of
4£K-m©thyleh©l©stan-3cKp4P‘^diol (100 mg* ) in pyridine ( 5  mlo ) and
aoetio anhydride ( 9  mlo) wae heated at 100® for X hr, and allowed 
to stand at room temperature overnight* The aoetylated product 
rme extraotod with ether in the normal manner and evaporation @f 
the solvent gave a white ©olid (1X2 mgo) which crystallised from , 
methas^ol to give 4«°*m©tlnylohQl©ctan-3g»48<^ diol«>3**»aoetate am noodles »
t r f æ c a w o i W i w t f j a w ü u M ip r a v t iT .c a J S - .a M r i i i iM iM ii tM t iiH i^ ^ im w iiW M w 'tM B tB itw w iMn i i m B i i«Æ T BMiiiw w i i TW »*i«iun> n m n  ‘
m,po 1 6 2-1 6 3 ®» 22® (c»XoO)o Tim compound was tran©parent
to ultraviolet lights Infrared absorption at 3571 (hydrogel)»
1 7 2 7 cfâo*^  ^ 1 7 0 9 and 125 0 omo"*^  (acetate) (Founds Go77o9t>
E»Ilo2o GgQ %  require© Q^7Bo2^ H»llo4?^0
Oxidation of 4«‘“Methylohol00tan-3ô£o40-*dlol with Sodiuxa 
Diohromat© in Sulphuric Acid* - A solution of the dlol ( 6 0  mgo)
U,M M m i''iT»c#|ii i3i n f t i>ni pBja»gi^w W wf i rMMm* a n C k *w # WM,i,*n*iA fw rm n*m «t%MmcM rtm 0  '  ^
In acetone (lO ml*).was treated dropwls© with the Kiliani reage# 
(O0I7 6 go sodium dlchromat©/ralo) till a permanent yellow colour
was attained*. ■ The reaction mixture was poured into watar g 
extracted with ether (2 % 5 0 mlo )j and the axtraot .waa waehed with 
dilute mdium hydroxide solution (2 % 25 ml*)* The alkalin© 
wash warn aoidifiod with dilute l^clrochlorlo acid and extracted 
with ether (3 x 5 0 mlo)* Evaporation of the solvent gav® m 
gum ( 4 5  mgo) which crystallised from methanol as,plat©©» ®opp 
1 2 0 -1 2 3 ®o Two further rocxyatolllsatiOB^'-from methanol yielded
4'“m®th3rlchole®tan*»5e4‘“©©G®*”4'='OX®-3°’C€i.rboxyli© aoid'(33 % „  )» 
m*po 1 2 4 ^1 2 5 ®» 3® (EpIoS), The oompoumd was Identical
(infrared absorption) with the acid obtained bj oxidation of 
4<^-iiethyloholestan-3P9 4P™di0l (page 96)*
4c^-MetSiyl0h0l©stam-3^u38^di©l-3°a©etat0o - A solutiony^ itn*MrmT^ iaB*a«AMgiSfiwa^ 5^*ie3gKdügaBegiBaaaLMi m» n
of.4a-methylqhol@étan-3@g5P-di#l (100 mgo) in pyridine ( 5  mlo) 
and acetic aniiydride () mlo) w m  allo?/©d to stand at room 
temperature for 20 hro • The remotion mixture was poured late 
water and the product (110 mg*)» isolated by means of ©ther»
.was crystallised from methanol to afford
•diCLW^oetate (93 mg* ) as blades» ®opa 1 0 1-1 0 9 ®* A
,  i wimwn utm . iTOiw;» i h r  *$ ^
sample was-dried under vaouum for 4 hr* at 6 5 ® and had mopo 
111-112®» E^3p <*0® (eoIoO)* The oompoimd showed no aeleotiTO 
light abeorptioa in the ultraviolet region^ infrared absorption
«»â Ê
at 3 5 4 6 0 ^ 0 (hydroxyl)» 172? omo*“ and 1 2 7 2 om*™ (acetate) 
(Founds Qf7Bo2^ H»llo5o G^qEq^C^ require© 0»78o2§ H»llo4^)o
- A solution of the diol (53 mg* ) 
Im âootom® (10 ml*) was treated dropwise with the Kiliami 
r©sg®mt (Ool?6 go sodium dl@toomate/mio) till the solution 
aoaumod a pormamomt yellow colour* Th© reaction mixture wm@ 
poured Into water amd the product was extracted with ether im thm 
uoual mammer* Evaporation. ®f the solvcmt g m o  a yellow gum 
(49' mgo) which was dissolved im light petroleum and absorbed om 
s coltum of alumimm (3 go), Elutlom with light petroleum-bcmgcm® 
(2gl) gave m fraction ( 1 5  mgo) which after two cryotalliBmtlorn© 
from methanol gav® 4^ '^ ©thylcholeet-4*='©^ ‘«’3®’Osie as needle©» supo 
102-104®0 identical (mopo mixed moPo and infrared abeorptioa) 
with am authentic specimoEb
Oxidation of 3«-MethyI©h@lestaa-38fl4ci-diol with Sodium
m i>iiiHin r ttffrwyfa>iiinwifffcrtpiinw iWBH»w i iw n iUHtPHMTiii^ ii»w^ . r t i«i1»Hi — e^ pwy w aip—^*Mwiin g iiiBimwi mfmmiiiii i i iiiinnin iw»»  wf  m if.* * -  ',', ' >
Bichromate in iulnhuric Acid, --A solution of 3«»m®thylchol©®tam- 
3P»4a«.diol (§1 mgo) in acetone (20 ml*) was treated dropwis© with 
the Kiliani reagent (Obl?6 g* sodium dichromate/mlo) till the 
solution remained pal© yellow, The reaction mixture was poured 
into water» extracted with ether» and the extra# was washed 
with dilute eodium hydroxide solution (2 x 25 mlo)» water» and 
dried (Ha^SO^)o Evaporation of the solvent gave a crystalline
solid (26 mgo) which was recrystallised several times from
■
methanol to yield 3ot-methylohoIestan-4-onee>30«ol as hladoe»
Ëiopo 1 8 9 = 1 9 3 1 ®  (EDloi)g infrarad absorption at
CT)â (cA
3559 csïo'” (hydroxyl)» 1 7 1 2 cm* (keton®) (Fomadg 0»SOo95r 
Hgllogo G^0%0% mquim-3 G.»80*7g E»llo6ÿ&)o
The alkalin© wash from the above remet lorn was aeü.âfi©i 
with dilute hydrochloric acid and extracted with ether*
Evaporatlorn of the solvent gave a g w  (16 mgo) which could not 
be purified bj arystsllisationo
tan-3 Pflâfô-di@l with Ghromlam
%tfLC%$%*w z a ü % c f5% %% a :se:K=5«MS«asqD eftBB )^tgIal■I'y^ K.«■^gT^ ■^?-■1..f.. ■ ÜII. . .j , 1 jrrTrynnjr!;=rb
solution of the diol (275 mgo) in 
pyridine (g mlo) was mixed intimately with a slurry of ohromima
triaxide (300 mgo) In pyridia© (3 mlo) and the reaction mixture 
was left at room temperature for 2 4 hr* Isolation of the 
neutral product by means of ether gave a white solid ( 2 5 0  ©go) 
which was recrystallisod from methanol to give m compoimd» 
identical (mpPo mixed mop, and infrared absorption) with that 
prepared in the above reaction,
Treatment of 3a-M®tbylcha.l©8tan-4-^BC;^38-9l^  with 
Phoephorua Oxychlorid© in Fyridlnoo - A solution of ga-methyl- 
choiestan-4'^one-3p-ol (100 mg* ) in dry pyridine (lO ml, ) was 
treated with pW#phorue oxychlorid© (1 mlo) and the solution was 
allowed to stand at room tomperatur© overnighto The product» 
isolated hj meme of ether was a gum ( 8 5  mg*) which crystallised 
on trituration with methanol, Two recrystallisations from
I l l
methanol gmv© 5 a© m o é l m ^  mopo 
126=127", [e]jj 4. 52" (@,1.1)9 >m®3io2580 L  (g, 7,500)»
œi ,3&
infmred absorption at 16?0 cm* and 1 6 0 3 cmo'" (qp-dlaubetltmt©# 
eîp-TOsatu»ted ketom#) (Foundg G»@4ol§ H»llo6o Requires
G984o3'5s,
tam-3(:%#=diol with èedlmm
iric Acid, - â solution of the diol (54 mgo)
in acetone (ID mlo) was treated teopwis® with the Klliahi 
reagent {O0I7 6 go sodima dlohromat©/ml«, ) ùmtll the solution
remaimed pal® ye3.low* The reaction mlxtu^ was pomre# into 
water» extracted with ©ther (3 x gO ml, ) and; the extract î/ss 
washed with dilute sodium hydroxid© solution ( 2  x 2 5 .mlo)» water» 
amd dried over anhydrous sodium sulphat®o- Evaporation of the 
solvent gave a csystalliiae ©olid (2g mgo) which was reoBymtall- 
i@©d twice from methanol to give 3p-methyIohol©©tàn-4-oà0-'3^-@l
■ " u^!aTiG ,^y-yyifi?a.TTr~'^ li'i' '  YI " flrTm-m-TTi: r r fi-m iM m\ i*TM#n <ii# *  ' m # ' y* W n i&i' ri nw i ^  f ■'i‘Tirr'f<r.i,T ni~ i^iii"i*‘i ■ri''Ti,tii iw
as n©®dl©@0 ffloPo 1 2 5-1 2 6 ®» == 9® (E*? 1 « 1 )# infrarad
absorption at 5 5 8 4 cm* and 5509 c#o (hydroxyl)» 1712 cm* 
(ketone) (Founds G»80o)B H»llo5* »qmirae G»B0o7d
1 9 1 X0 6 ^ ) 0
The alkaline wash from the above reaction was aoldiflod 
with dilute hydro ehlorlç aoid and extras tod with ether The 
oxtraot was waehod several times with water» dried (lagSO,^ ) 
and the solvent evaporated to give a gum (12' mgo) which oouM
not b© purified Irj ©rjstallisationo
Treatmont of 30-M0thylohol©stan-4‘=>©îi0-3eî-ol with
gynraej g »i n^f vhi w wT=WTmw™«Mnf:A™zM4Tr ;i ,rWw3mw:aM# ^ ;iamr #4M; i ,wif <imiiK * i % a*«oww&; * w w  i rnn' i . r r r j  ■>
Phosphorus Oxyphloride in PjrldinOo - A solution of 3P«'m®thyl-
<»W !m w M eK *jQ ha wMWi «».www*w'#iw w "=Ma.% W K 'W if w : iu ^  * %/
ohol©stan«*4'=^©ne-5®=©l (I3 0 mgo) in d ^  pyridin© (lO mlo) was 
mixed with ph(#phorue oxyohlorlde ( 3  ml* ) and heated at 100® 
for 5 hro The product (110 mgo) isolated by meane of ether v/as 
dissolved in light petroleum and chromatographed ©11 alumina 
( 1  go)b Elution with light petroleum gave a *il=aotion ( 7 4  m&* ) 
which crystallised from methanol to give 3 -methylchoiest- 2  
4=ome as monoclinic needles» mop* 1 2 5-1 2 7 ®» -f 5 0 ° (e»Go9 )«
The compound was shown to he identical with that prepared by 
dehydration of 3o(-metbylchoIe8tan-4=o%e=3P=©l (mlxet^  mopo 
1 2 5™1 2 7 °) and fey the coincidence of their infrared absorption 
spectra* The m*po of a mixture of the compow&d and starting 
material was depressed fey 1 0 ®
He thy Ic ho 1© 01 » 4@-dlol with lead Tetraacetate o - (a) A
#x«3aMP%ü;spc&3«cj«fLmg* w !##m m i'g T*r*tacam % cgaB kw0U #»A iii'K''M##,w n r  # Ki#iMiiii'mi wmxim '  ^
solution of 3®“M®thylcholestan-3 p0 4^=diol (120 mg*) in chlorofos® 
( 1 5  mlo) and dry benzene ( 5 0  ml,) was treated with lead 
tetraaeetate ( 3 0 0  mgo).* The ©olution rapidly became yellow and 
after standing at room temper atm?© for 12 hr* an ©rang© précipitât© 
had formedo Btliylen© glycol ( 3  drops) was added and afteæ
10 min. the reaction mixture warn filtered through kieselgute 
and th© clear filtrat© evaporated mder radu©®il prassur© to 
give a yellow gum (I4® mgo)o The gum imu dl©solved im ether 
and the solution washoi with saturated aodium blcarhomat© 
solmtlorn» water» and dried over ambydrous eodium sulplmt©o 
Evaporation of th© solvent gav© a gim» which from ite absorption 
spectrum appeared to Iw 5-methyl-5 9 4"=*^M%oohol0mtame ;
tsÂ aS
infrared absorption at 2740 om*"" and %730 cm, (®M©hyde)»
j t a r â
(b) â aoimtiom of 5p-m©thyloh®l©©tam-5®o4^®di@l (00 mgo) 
im chloroform (10 ml*) and dry bemsem® (40 mlo) was treated 
with lead tetmàcetat© (200 mg*) im the manner described abwo, 
The product (S6 mgo ) ?m© a m®m^ .>©ry®tallim© gum» identical 
(infrared absorption) with the material obtained im (a).
BEGTIOI I?C3G3iB(3G3E3mE3e3S:(a
O h o l e e t 1 Bpmgpato * - A solution ©f 
oh®I®@t-5-©m-3p»4#=dlBl-5-benmat@^'(10 go) in chloroform 
(60 mlo ) warn treated with a solution of bromine (lo4 mlo ) im 
glacial aceti© acid (4 0 mlo) with intomittomt ooolingo After 
standing at room tempemtisr© for 2 hr* the remet lorn mixture 
diluted with benseme (I40 mlo) and a solution of chromium
A  Æ  Cfjl
trioxidc (êo6 go) la water (60 ml*) and glacial a©@tic aeld
(140 ©lo) WG8 addedo The mixture was etlrrad vigorously for
5 hr, and the organic layer warn separated» waehod, with water»
a M  dri©i ovor anîiyteou© mod 1mm sulphat©, The dry extract
wm© hoatod to SO^p treated with m 10)2 solution of ©odium Iodide
la Gthaaol (100 ml,)» and the mixture Was refluxod for a further
3.0-miEo e 000 lad» aad poured lata dilute sodium hydros M e
solution, The organic layer wm@ separated» washed with water»
mtiü dried Evaporation of the colvemt umdar vacuum
gavé a dark brown-mas© which warn crymtmlllmoé aewerml times
from ohloroferm èmthamel to give "
1
'^EIESâSS atout whit© needles» ©oPo 1)7-158®^
(G»2c2)^ X^oOOO)» 2)20 Io(g» 19»500)B lufrarW
absorption at 1|24 ©Sp'^  ^ amd 12J1 em*(hem^omte ) 9 1709
oi
mmà 1634 obo^ (ep-m&@@,turatod k@ton@). (Founds GpBIoO^ B@go6o 
require© G»80d9^'H»9«6#)o 
Treatment of OMieBt-=>5-en=»4=^ ®n«»3jl-zl_l@nsoBte with 
M@thylmagne f lim lod ids * A solution of ehol.e®t«5^®n-4®on^5P^y!
beûsoatm (5oO go) Im dry ether (125 ©lo) and dry hensen© (12§ 
mlo) was added to m© thyImagme©lum iodide » [prepared from ' 
magneelu® (lo37 go )@ methyl iodide (8o4& go)%mnd dry ether (35 ml* )j 
Th© yellow oolution m m  heated under reflux for 4 hr*» 0 0®lot» 
and poured on a mixture of orushed ioe (I40 go) and ammonium
115
chloride (1§ gu)o Ether {300 ml* ) w m  added» the solution wae
shaken» and the organic lajev which separated warn washed several 
time© with water and dried over anhydrous sodium sulphateo The 
solvent was evaporated to give a yellow gum (5©3 go) which was 
dimsolved in bensen© and absorbed on a column of alumina (150 go) 
The chromatogram wao developed m  indicated below*
Fraction
e ÿ g jjaw trti
Sluant ¥olo (ml,) Description
1=5 Bensene 300 1 * 8 6 fellow gum
6=10 Ether goo Oo47 fellow gum
11=13 0Ù Methanol 
in ether
300 0o21 Colourless gum
14°1S 5)2 Methanol 
in ether
goo O0 6 5 White solid
Fraction© (1-5) wore combined dissolved in light petroleum 
and reohromatographed on a column of alumina (60 go)*
Elution with light petroleum (500 mlo) gave ® fraction 
(710 mgo) which was crystallised several times from methanol 
to give fi 6a-d ime thy I oho les t an-3 ° one (520 mg*) as oolourles©
r»Ewwfcsel5FWftfl^ iffseftgiB^maai!ca « cE*ijgMaoeham«aEag«Bte»rteadCEfI Sim iBi H' ftYâflMtiWMnHnaato3Szanta»a««3te'fcngp ^  ^  % '/  f
needles » mop* 102-103®» - 7*5® (e9!o6 )o The oompoumd
gave no aolour with tetranltrom©thane in chloroform and showed 
no selective light absorption in the ultraviolet regiong infrared 
absorption at 1 7 1 2 cm o'” and 1 7 0 0 cm**” (keton# ) [Poimdg 
Gg0 4 o3 B E»1 2 dOo requires 0 9 8 4 0 0 % M» 1 2 * 1 5)2]*
Further elution with light petroleum (200 ml*) gave a
116
colourless gum ( 2 2 0  mgo) which wa© orystollisod several times 
from methanol to give 4(^0 6<%-âim@thYlchole8tam-3«one ( 1 7 5  sigo) 
as feathery needles» m*po 1 0 9 -1 1 0 ®» - 5 5 ° (EdIo?)* The
compound gave no colour with tetranitromethane in chloroform 
and was transparent to ultraviolet light§ Infrared absorption 
at 1 7 1 2 oso'”^  (ketone) (Founds G»@4o4% H»12o2, 
require© Gp@4oO% H»1 2 *1 5^)o
Elution with light petroleum henmen© (Is2) gave 
intractable material (0 * 9 1  g*)*
Fraction© (6-10) from the original column could not he 
cryetalllsedo The infrared absorption spectrum of this material
CC .2.
showed a band at TOO cm*'" (aromatic ring system)*
Fractions (ll-ig) could not b© crystallised.
Fractions (I4 -I8 ) could not be purified by cryetalllsa-
tiosio The material gave a yellow colour with tetranitrom©thane
©
in Ohio reform % 2040 A, (£» 4 »7 0 0 )% infrared absorption
%
©t 5 3 6 0 ©mo*" (hydroxyl)o This material will b© referred to as 
0 9tha ©piBierio diol©*® in the experiment© described below*
Treatment of the Enlmeric Dlol© with Periodic Aoid* -
II i.g iilii r im riiy.tr.i'n'Mipi'firrTTf  , i     "' ii' i t*"j*" "*'' ****■■     mi         i ■■■MiiBi'ff'iT'i»
A solution of the ©pimerl© dlols ( 5 0  mgo) In dioxan ( 5  ml*) 
treated with a solution of periodic acid (HÎÔ^o2HgO% 6§ mg*) 
in water (0*4 mlo). The whit© precipitate was redissolved 
shaking and a further quantity of âioxan (X ml*) was mddod*
H T
The Bolmtlom was allowed to ©tand at g'ooia temperature for 
40 hr* g the solvent was evaporated imder redwood preseurOp and 
the residue dieaolved in ether* The ethereal solution uaa 
washed with water, dried ), and evaporated to give a gum^
which from epeotrosoopio data^ probably was 4«fflethyl«39 4“*oooo<=>
Q
3p4-dioxocholest««Serene (47 mgo)& 2)50 Ao(€$ 9j,600)o
Treatment of the Epimerio Biols with Mineral Aoido «=>
A ouapeneion of the epimerio diola (26? mg*) In dry meeton©
(30 mlo) was treated with oonoentrated hydroohlorio sold (5 
drops) and the mixture was shaken for 2 hr.9 when a eloar 
solution was obtained* Solid sodium bicarbonate was added and 
after 10 mim* 9 the solid was removed by filtration and the 
filtrate was evaporated to dryness to give a gum (255 mg*) 
which was dissolved in light petroleum and absorbed on a 
©olumn of alumina (8 g*)*
Elution with light petroleum gave a fraction (18 mg*) 
which was not further examinedo
Elution with light petroleum^-benaen© (1*1) gave a gum 
(210 mg*) which was crystallised several times from methanol t@ 
give material (I84 rag*)» m*po 103-104** [a]^ + IO7® (o^ gloS),
The compound was identical (mop*» mixed m*po» and infrared 
absorption) with an authentic specimen of 4«*m©thyloholest«4'=>@^ '= 
3‘=’on® o
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Aeetylatloa of the iSplmeyio Dlela* « Th® ©piraeslo fiiolo
«stgKT=£3t!s^cgBl3rxiLuMi*iwMT»r>fflarieai>aÉKaBia»arg *KtaMfw » t t<ia M ^ f ja » w tt« H g ^ ^  ^
( 5 9 0  mgo) in pyridin© (I'O ml©) and acetic anhydride (10. mlo)
were heated at 1 0 0 ® for 2 hr* The aoetylated product (612. mgo ) 9
isolated by means of other^was diosolvcd in bensene and chromato^^
graphed on alumina ( 2 0  g*)* Elution with bonsene^ether (l®2 )
gave a white ©olid (4 8 Û mg©) which could not be purified by
crystallisation» but from opectroecopic data appeared to W  #
moneacetate of adiol* Th© material gave a yellow colour with
o
totranltromethane In chloroform; y  2 0 4 O A* (£» 6OOO);
cJl ^
infrared absorption at 3 5 2 1 cm© (hydroxyl)» 1 7 1 2 cm©"" and 
1 2 6 3 omo“ (acetate).
Treatment of the Mixed Epimerio Dlol Monoacetstos with 
Phosphorus Oxyohloride in Pyridine. A solution of the mono^ 
acetates ( 3 5 0  mg©) dry pyridin© (20 ml©) was treated with 
phosphorus oxychloride (5 ml©) and the mixture was heated at 
100® for 3 hr© Isolation of the product in ether in the ucmal 
way gave a yellow somi«*solid mams (300 mg© ) which was dissolved. 
In light petroleum (10 ml©)amd chromâtograph©d on a column of 
alumina (10 g©)©
Elution with light petroleum (100 ml©) gave a gum which 
from spectroscopic data appeared to contain 4 ‘^0s®thylcholesta«
2p49 6-triene (79 mg© ); 2080 A©» 3000 A©» and 3100 A© Om* o
standing for a few days the gum became yellow©
Further ©lution with light petroleum (300 ml*) gave a 
crystalline solid (116 mg©)» mop© 105-112®© The material was 
reozyotallloed several times from ohloroform-^methano1 to give 
4”»methylcholesta«»>3*5”‘dien««>3-yl aoetat® as plates» ciopo ll4~115®g
- 102® (Sslo?)© The compound gave a brown colour with
©
tetranitromethane in ohloroform; 2)60 A* (g» 16»000)&
eaSi â
infrared absorption at 1 7 5 4 and 1217 cm©'^  (end aoetat®)*
Atwater^ gives mop© 1 1 4 ®‘H 6®9 « 102® for this compound©
In another experiment the crude dehydration product was 
absorbed on a column of alumina and loft overnight© Elution with 
light p®trol©um*»b®asî®n® (Isl) gave 4«'methylchol©8 t<=4 «»©n«3^one9 
mopo and mixed m©po I02»=104®o
Saponification of thyIcholestur.3s5*^ di©n-*>3-yl Acetate© -
nn wtiweJiHüaJCW ir i w M r i W ^^ ,' ai.ffawwt ^ r i w n    im  WBpt»wriiiriTiif^ f« 1 iVif iifcwi i niTmwHf f imn^i j  ! ■ iT i im ' n >
A solution of 4“raothyloholesta«3p5™di©n«'3-yl acetate (55 mg© ) in 
f^o me thano H e  potassium hydroxide solution (20 ml© ) wa® heated 
under reflux for 1 hr© The mixture was acidified with* dilute 
hydrochloric acid and the product was extracted by moans of ether© 
The extract was washed with saturated sodium bicarbonate solution» 
water» and the solvent evaporated to furnish a colourless gum 
(30 mg©) which crystallised from methanol to give 4®methylchol©at« 
4«'en==3^ Gzie identified by m©p© mixed m©p© and infrared absorption© 
Treatment of 4-MethylQholest°>4^en=>^^one with Xsoproponyl 
Acetate© ^ A solution of 4'’®®thylcholest«>4“^e*i«3*“On© (200 mg© ) in
isopropenyl ©oetate ( 2 5  ml© ) was treated with cono©ntmt©4
sulptaric acid (l drop) and the reaction mixture wae heated at
100® for 5 hr© Solid oodiusa bicarbonate was added and. the
solution wa© evaporated to dryn©®® under reduced preseur© t©
give a aemi-Bolid maaa which was extracted with ether© Th©
ethereal solution wae washed with water» dried over anhydrcni©
sodium sulphate» and evaporated to give a dark red gum (185
which yielded crystals on trituration with methanol© Thé
product was crystallised several times from chloroform«methanol
to give 4«m0tfeylchole0ta^30 5'*dien«3‘”yl acetate as lustrous plates »
m©p© 1 1 3-1 1 5 ®» [c^ ]^  - 101® (£»2o1)o The compound was identical
(mop©9 mixed m©p* g and infrarod absorption)with that obtained by
dehydration of the epimerio dlol monoacetates (page Ilf)®
Conversion of 4 P9 6a-Dim@thyloholest«5 °one into 4 ^ 9
Dlmethylohole8t-5-one © « A solution of 4P » 6a«»dim@thylchole8t'=5'"
one ( 5 0  mg© ) in 1?S methanolic potassium hydroxide (20 ml© ) was
heated under reflux for 5 hr© The product (45 mg*) isolated by
moans of ether in the usual way was dissolved in light petroleum
and absorbed on a column of alumina ( 5  go)© Elution with the sam®
solvent gave a fraction ( 4 0  mg©) which orystallised from methanol
to yield needlesf m©p© 105-104^û « 8® (£.©lo3 ) 9  identical
(mop©, mixed m©p©» and infrared absorption) with 4«»6a-di®otIiyI«=
\
ohole8t=5-one©
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